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TO NAVAL ACADEMY

ROCKLAND HIGH TAKES FIRST

Largest Freshman Class In
Five Years At Maine—
Colby Freshmen

TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX COUNTY
I wish to express my sincere thanks for the very
generous support given to me at the polls.

a dazzling sprint in the final minute
land High football.
Owing to the mucky condition of of play that was good for a forty
the grounds neither team displayed yard gain, there were several note
a great deal offensively, both being worthy instances from a Rockland
satisfied to wait for the breaks. standpoint.
Brunswick’s only real scoring chance Coach Matheson apparently has
came in the first period after the the making of a good football team,
Visitors had recovered a Rockland although several of his men are ex
fumble near the locals 35-yard line, periencing their first season under
and after advancing the ball to the fire.
Hanley, playing his first game at
14-yard stripe surrendered it on
downs. Karl quick-kicked out of end showed lots of promise, while
danger and the visitors never threat LaCrosse, Turner and Murglta did
some stellar defensive work. East’s
ened again.
The locals pusi^g across the only directing of the team from his
score of the afternoon in the second quarterback post was an outstanding
period when Anderson. Rockland feature as was the punting of Karl.
guard, literally used his head to par Skinner, despite the slippery footing
tially block a Brunswick punt and the was the most consistent ground
leather was recovered by some un gainer of t*ie day and Rawley looked
identified Rockland player on the good, in both his blocking and de
visitor's 37-yard line. Here the Lime fensive work.
The summary:
*
City eleven went to work and on the
Rockland—le, Hanley, Chisholm; It,
first play Karl tossed a flat pass to
Skinner who skirted up the sideline Morgan, Bronkie; lg. Anderson, Cucto the 9 yard line. Skinner then cinello; c, LaCrosse; rg, Bergren,
circled his own left end for eight Anderson; rt, Black, Turner; re,
more yards and Karl plunged the Murgita; qb, East; lhb, Skinner, rhb,
center of the Rockland line for the I Karl; fb. Rawley.
winning touchdown.
' Brunswick—re, Nielson, Young,
For the remainder of the fracas the ! Jones; rt, Norton; rg. Stevens; c,
locals were content to rest on their Moran; lg, Bruce. Mitchell, Ham
laurels and keep the invaders frQm mond; it, Sandelin; le. Cowley, Tot
scoring. Rockland invariably kicked ten; qb. Estes; rh, Brown, Chesley;
on first and second down, playing a lh, St. P'erre; fb, Overlock.
. waiting game and always looking for i Touchdown, Karl. Referee, Wotton,
Brunswick fumbles which occured' (Bowdoin), Umpire, Dailey, (Cam
quite frequently owing to the slip-; den), Head linesman. Fowler, iColbyi
Time four 10 minute periods.
i pery condition of the pigskin.

POLITICAL LANDONSLIDE

1 shall endeavor to merit that support.
ADIN L. HOPKINS.
111-it

TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX COUNTY
I wish to thank you for giving me such a

splendid vote yesterday.
MILTON M. GRIFFIN,
Clerk of Courts.
licit

A HEARTFELT APPRECIATION
In behalf of the Republican Party of Knox County, I would
like to express my most sincere thanks to every voter who helped
roll up such an overwhelming victory; to the ladies who canvassed:
to Mr Fickett of the Maine Music Co., for his radio service; to The
Courier-Gazette, for all its favors: and to everyone else who con
tributed to our success. Gratefully yours.
E. STEWART ORBETON,
Chairman Knox County Republican Committee.

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Authorized Dealers For Rockland
Arrange For Home Demonstration
HAPPENS...

with a -GRQS4fE¥

DORIS HEALD SCHOOL OF DANCING
REOPENS SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
IN K. OF P. HALL, ROCKLAND
TAP, TOE, BALLET AND BALLROOM. ACROBATIC AND
MUSICAL COMEDY
Class Lesson, 50c; Private Lesson, $1.00
For Further Information, Telephone Camden 2402
109&111&112

only three votes.

THE WINNING TICKET
U. S. SENATOR—WALLACE H. WHITE, JR., of Auburn, Republican.
GOVERNOR—LEWIS O. BARROW'S of Newport. Republican.
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS—CLYDE H. SMITH of Skow
hegan, Republican.
STATE SENATOR—FRED E. BURKETT of Union, Republican.
JUDGE OF PROBATE—HARRY E. WILBUR of Rockland, Re
publican.
CLERK OF COURTS—MILTON M. GRIFFIN of Rockland, Re

publican.
SHERIFF—C. EARLE LUDWICK of Rockland. Republican.
COUNTY ATTORNEY—JEROME C. BURROWS of Rockland. Re
publican.

COUNTY COMMISSIONER—ADIN L. HOPKINS of Camden, Re
publican.

ROCKLAND—More than 3500
voters marched to the polls yester
day, including scores of Republicans
who had not voted for some years.
Gov. Brann led his ticket by nearly
400, but still fell more than 500
short of Wallace White, always a
popular political figure here. Smith
(for Congress, led McLean 1029
votes, Leckemby receiving only 359
I out of 3400 cast. Ludwick and
Griffin ran riot. The city voted
wet on all three questions but ’twas
a snug rub on No. 2.

He is supported by Capt. John A.
Stevens, playing the role of his
"By the way, what is The First brother, Aaron.
Other important characters in the
Commandment?” is one of the lines
production
are Shirley Rollins, play
taken from the great Biblical drama
ing the role of Miriam, Doris Borger
which is to be presented Thursday
son. Saxon DeWolfe, Gladys Chap
and Friday in the Methodist Audi man. and Marion Harvey as the four
torium at 8.15 p. m. This question Levite Women. George Orcutt will
has been asked by many In Rockland play the role of Kohath, and Parker
and is asked of the grandfather in Worrey and Max Ames the roles of
Helon and Malchiah. The Ishmeelite
the play by a member of his
> trader will be played by Kingsley
modern family. The "grandfather, ’ j strout
to be carried by Dr. H. V. Tweedie.
The scene of the Nativity in which
is a very important character who Ruth Thomas will play the role of
starts the production and interprets Mary Ls one of the most beautiful and
the various episodes as they are por impressive scenes in the whole pro
trayed. Supporting him are Lendon duction.
The choir will play a very import
Jackson, playing the part of father;
Madlene Rogers playing the part of ant part in the staging of this pro
Mother, and Dorothy Trask and Le duction. Led by S. Constantine it is
Roy Black, as Jane and Jerry, the two made up of the finest voices in this
community. Music ts interspersed
children.
Alvary Gay will portray the role of among various scenes and it is very
Joseph. He is the leading character appropriate and highly entertaining,
In a number of scenes that are and awe inspiring.
"The First Commandment” is not
crammed full of action, suspense an.1
only
entertainment of the finest type
drama. He is supported by ten
brethren, who are the ones who ac but it also portrays a valuable lesson.
tually sell him into Egyptian slavery.
Gordon DeWolfe has the role of the
elder brother. Reuben.
Winfield
Chatto has the role ot the grasping
brother Judah, whose artful and
scheming ways actually lead to his
own destruction. The part of Simeon
will be done by Robert Gardner, and
Levi will be played by Joseph Robinson.
The younger brother Benjamin that
is well known to everyone will be
played by Billy Bicknell.
Other very sensational and inter
esting parts of the production are the
court scenes of the Pharoahs of an
cient times. These scenes are done
in all the pomp and splendor of an
cient times. The Pharoah of Joseph's
time will be portrayed by Dr. Blake
Annis and the Pharoah of Moses’
time by H. R. Winchenbaugh. He is
the one who kept the Israelites from
leaving Egypt, and is recognized by
historians as no doubt the famous
King Tut. Ernest Trask, Harold
Whitehill. Leslie Somers, and Rev.
Charles Seliger will play the roles of
the four wise men of Egypt. Eleanor
Ames and Dorothy Shannon will take
the parts of the two Court Girls'.
Vinton Beal will portray the role of
Chief Councilor; Richard Ellingwood
the role of Chief Steward; and Cleve
land Morey the Chief Butler, Dorothy
Sherman will play the role of Maid
Servant.
Ralph Clark will ably portray the

R„ 816; Leckemby, I., 310; Rogers,
U., 17.
State Senator—Wheeler, D., 496;
Burkett, R., 945.
Judge of Probate—Pike, D., 480;
Wilbur, R., 925.
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D., 422;
Griffin. R„ 979.
Sheriff—Comery, D.. 354; Ludwick,
R.. 1017; Hamlin, I., 177.
County Attorney—Roberts, D., 427;
Burrows, R., 963.
Commissioner—Tibbetts, D, 486;
Hopkins, R., 102)7.
Representative to Legislature—
Chandler, D.. 482;; Dwinal, R., 1018.
Questions—No. 1—Yes 624, No 704.
No. 2—Yes 600, No 795. No. 3—Yes
634, No 755. No. 4—Yes 668, No 528.
No 5—Yes 954, No 237.

CUSHING
U. S. Senator—Brann, D„ 58; White,
R., 83.
Governor—Dubord, D., 51; Barrows,
R., 90.
Congress—McLean, D„ 44; Smith,
R., 80; Leckemby, I., 21.
State Senator—Wheeler, D., 52;
Burkett, R„ 87.
Judge of Probate—Pike, D., 44; Wil
bur, R., 92,
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D.. 44; Grif
fin, R, 96.
Sheriff—Comery, D., 46; Ludwick,
R., 89; Hamlin, I., 7.
County Attorney—Roberts, D., 46;
Burrows, R„ 93.
Commissioner—Tibbetts, D., 48;
Hopkins, R„ 87.
Representative to Legislature—
Lineken, D„ 41; Elliot, R., 99,
Questions—No. 1—Yes 50, No 51.
No. 2—Yes 53. No 61. No 3—Yes 53,
No 57. No. 4—Yes 37, No 62. No. 5—
Yes 74, No 20,

ROCKPORT—County Chair
man Orbeton’s town was there with
the berries, giving Barrows a ma
jority of 208. The Democrats lost
199 votes and the Republicans
gained 31. Sheriff Ludwick came
FRIENDSHIP
out with a plurality of 266. Rock
IT. S. Senator—Brann, D.,
port went dry by wide margins.
White, R„ 188.

156;

Governor—Dubord, D., 136; BarSOUTH THOMASTON —
Brann carried the town by 30 votes rows, R., 197; Bubar, I., 2.
Congress—McLean, D., 133; Smith,
hut the Democratic fun ended there.
Griffin was high line with a ma R, 191; Leckemby, I., 13.
State Senator—Wheeler, D„ 143;
jority of 56. Two of the wet quesBurkett. R„ 191.
aions went “no.”

ST. GEORGE—Down along
the coast, where the shores are made
of granite, the Knox County Demo
Now we know which brand of oratory the voters chose
crats found their solitary crumb of
lomfort, giving Dubord a plurality
of 16. The Denvocrats lost 22
votes and the Republicans gained 53.
Griffin and Ludwick received a tie
vote but the latter’s plurality was
larger by three. The town did
1934
1936
splendidly by its local candidates,
THE FIRST COMMANDMENT
role of Moaes. the ancient law-giver of
Ames,
R.
Dubord D. Barrows, R. Brann. D.
Israel. He is one of the most dy APPLETON .................
137 Messrs. Wheeler and C(M»k. No
143
123
71
668 wine or beer for St. George.
953
532
917
Something About Great Biblical Play namic characters in Biblical history (AMDEN
To Be Presented This Week

Yo uzre

Volume 91.................. Number 111.

Solitary Touchdown On Muddy Field Gives Don
MATINICUS — Thirty-eight
Matheson’s Boys a Victory
The Freshman Week program of
votes were cast for United States
Maine
Republicans
Tell
World
Colby College will open Thursday aft
Senator and Wallace White had
ernoon, with a general meeting of
’em all.
Ijittle or no splitting.
Coach
Don
Mathe

While
the
Visitors
did
get
their
all the entering class at 4 o’clock, at
They
Wanted
a
Change
—
Cap

The plantation went dry on all
son, newly appointed running attack going more smoothly
which President Johnson will official
three questions.
athletic director at in the second half, Rockland man
ly welcome the freshmen. The new
ture
the
Whole
Box
and
Dice
the local high school aged to stave off impending danger by
NORTH HAVEN—Democrats
comers will be the guests of the Colby
displayed his initial strong defensive work and several
were skurcer’n hen’s teeth in this
faculty and their wives for a buffet
offering at Communi times forced Brunswick to surrender
Republican stronghold yester
supper Thursday evening after which
in Knox County by Unprece good
day, Barrows having a majority of
there will be an address on Colby’s ty Park Saturday afternoon as his the ball on downs when it had seem
174. Sheriff Ludwick led the pro
history by Prof. Herbert C. Libby and charges swept to a 6 to 0 victory over ingly started going places. After
dented Majorities—Barrows by cession
with a plurality of 185, very
the evening will close with a presen Brunswick High in the opening of halting these spasmodic drives of the
j closely followed by County Attor
tation of the Colby Camera Club’s the Maine schoolboy grid season. visitors Karl kicked out of any pas
photoplay, "Frank Merriwell At The game was played in a heavy- sible trouble and often caught the
40,000, White by 5,000, and ney Burrows.
Colby.’’
downpour that converted tiie field Brunswick secondary napping with
OWL’S HEAD — The Demo
• • • •
into a veritable quagmire and soaked his quick kicks.
crats lost 64 votes and the Repub
All
Three
Congressmen
—
The largest freshman class in flve the majority of spectators who braved
While it remained for Estes, Bruns
licans gained 25. Clerk of Courts
years is expected to register this week the adverse weather conditions to get wick quarterback, to unreel the most
Griffin
found greatest favor here,
at University of Maine. Formal regis a glimpse of the 1936 edition of Rock spectacular run of the afternoon with
Whoosh!
with the sheriff trailing him by
tration begins Wednesday, but at the

Senator Frederick Hale will have
one appointment to the United States
Military Academy and one appoint
ment to the United States Naval
Academy to be made in the fall of
1936 for entrance in 1937.
Preliminary competitive examina
tions will be held for him under the
auspices of the Civil Service Commis
sion. Oct. 17, at 9 a. m., In Rockland
and other cities. Candidates may take
the examination for either the Mili
tary or Naval Academy or for both
Academies on that date.
Candidates receiving the highest end of last week applications num
ratings in this examination, if other bered ten per cent more than last
wise qualified, will be designated by year's complete record.
First year students at the State
Senator Hale as Principals and Alter
nates to take the regular entrance University will begin their initiation
examination or submit certificates to college education by reporting to
from High School or college which the administration building on Wed
may be accepted by the Academic nesday when they will be photo
Board in lieu of the regular mental graphed. In the evening they will be
' welcomed to the University by Prof.
entrance examination.
Candidates to be eligible for admis I Walter J. Creamer, director of
sion to the Military Academy must j Freshman Week. For the remaining
have reached their 17th birthday but i days of this week and on next Mon] day the freshmen will start the day
must not have reached their 22d birth
day on the date of entrance to the ’ with a group assembly at 8 o'clock
j after which they will take various
Academy, and must be unmarried.
Candidates to be eligible for admis ! tests and discuss programs of study.
sion to the Naval Academy must have Deans of the several colleges will ex
reached their 16th birthday on April plain the work in their schools.
1. but must not have reached their Officers of the university and student
20th birthday on March 31 of the leaders will discuss student-university
year of entering the Academy, and relations. Prof. John H. Huddilston
will speak on cultural interests. Presi
must be unmarried.
The physical and visual require dent Hauck will address the fresh
ments of candidates to 'both the Mili men at vespers on Sunday.
_====
tary and Naval Academies are very —
strict and candidates who find that ' Square. Portland, stating in which
they are deficient in either respect city they wish to take the
should make every effort to remedy examination. This notification should
such deficiencies in order to qualify ■ reach Senator Hale by Sept. 20 in orunder the rigid examinations required j der that the candidates’ names may
before admission to the Academies. : be submitted to the Civil Service Com
Those wishing to take tbe com mission before the closing date on
petitive examination on Oct. 17 should which the Commission receives appli
notify Senator Hale, at 12 Monument cations.

WHATEVER

THREE CENTS A COPE
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VOTE FOR GOVERNOR

HOPE

70
U. S. Senator—Brann, D., 105;
THOMASTON—Republicans
156
119 outdid themselves, and gave Bar- White, R., 131.
ISLE AU HAUT ............
11 rows a plurality of 176. Leckemby
Governor—Dubord, D., 95; Barrows
NORTH HAVEN ..............
27
201
160 tied McLean in this town receiving R.. 125; Bubar, I., 12.
OWL'S HEAD .............
„. 51
132
107
Congress—McLean, D., 85; Smith
ROCKLAND
..................
.. 1121
2288
1854 231 votes. Griffin had the largest
R.,
119; Leckemby, I., 28.
majority
—
320,
while
Ludwick
had
ROCKPORT .............
354
... 146
345
323
SOUTH THOMASTON97
98
145
73 a plurality of 319.
State Senator—Wheeler, D., 79;
Thomaston
ST. GEORGE
.. 376
358
305 gave Representative Elliot a splen Burkett, R., 139.
398
THOMASTON321
497
534
477 did endorsement.
Judge of Probate—Pike, D„ 82; Wil
UNION ..........................
94
349
183
318
bur, R„ 134.
VINALHAVEN
298
351
374
327
UNION—In Union there is
WARREN
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D., 78; Grif
.. 151
381
201
346 strength — Republican strength.
WASHINGTON
.. 80
155
fin, R„ 144.
129
170
MATINICUS
0
35
8
36 This stronghold gave Barrows a
Sheriff—Comery, D., 73; Ludwick
majority of 255, and as usual sent
-—
-'
___
R., 146; Hamlin, I., 16.
TOTAL .................................... 3647
6771
6030
5616 Sheriff Ludwick out in the fore
County Attorney—Roberts, D., 77;
front.
“No” on all three rum
Burrows, R. 139.
Overcast skies greeted the morning after election, but to Republicans questions.
Commissioner—Tibbetts, D„ 81;
VINALHAVEN — Republicans Hopkins, R., 139.
they were bathed in Sunshine, for the State had just renounced Demo
Questions—No. 1—Yes 66, No 99
cratic rule covering a four-year period, transforming a 24,000 Democrat* had the whip hand on every con
test giving Barrows a plurality of No. 2—Yes 66. No 115. No. 3—Yes
victory of two years ago into a Republican victory of 40,(K)0 yesterday.
53. Another Ludwick town and 70, No 110. No. 4—Yes 26, No 148.
CUSHING
.....................
FRIENDSHIP
HOPE .................

51
.. 136
95

90
197
125

72
185
113
19
62
115
2030

Judge of Probate—Pike, D„ 132;
Wilbur, R.. 196.
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D„ 127;
Griffin. R„ 202.
Sheriff—Comery, D„ 145; Ludwick
R., 179; Hamlin, I., 16.
County Attorney—Roberts, D, 132
Burrows, R.. 195
Commissioner—Tibbetts, D., 135;
Hopkins, R., 185.
Representative to Legislature—
Liniken, D., 143; Elliot, R„ 194.

1 wo Congressional seats were recaptured and Senator White with another dry town.

a 5000 margin disabused the popular idea that Gov. Louis J. Brann was

MATINICUS
WARREN—Another good old
U. S. Senator—Brann, D„ 0; White,
invincible. Here are the latest figures as furnished at 8.05 this morning Republican stronghold giving Barhy radio with only three precincts missing:
rows a plurality of 230. Comery, R.. 38.
Governor—Dubord, D„ 0; Barrows,
favorite son, led the Democrats on
FOR U. S. SENATOR
the county ticket. Griffin was high R., 35.
Congress—McLean, D., 0—Smith,
Wallace H. White, Jr., Republican, 156,717.
line. Dry on all questions.
R..
35; Leckemby, I., 1.
Louis J. Brann, Democrat, 152,418.
WASHINGTON — Once a

State Senator—Wheeler, D„ 1; Bur

Democratic citadel this town yester kett, R, 36.
day gave Barrows a majority of 75.
Judge of Probate—Pike, D„ O; Wil
Lewis O. Barrows, Republican, 169,484.
Ludwick led the procession. Dry bur, R., 36.
F. Harold Dubord, Democrat, 130,933.
on all questions.
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D., 0—Grif
Gov. Brann carried 12 of the State’s 20 cities but the towns rolled
fin, R., 38.
The tabulations follow:
hack the advantage thus gained.
APPLETON
FOR GOVERNOR

FOLLOW THE LEADER
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Maine her verdict has given—
Flung her banner on high;
There It ls proudly waving.
A bright sign In the sky!
"I lead'' ls the motto of Maine,
A bright sign for you ’
To follow the leader
And—straight course pursue.

Give to Landon a landslide,
That will sure land him on
The platform he's bullded
So solid and strong.
As Maine, so goes the country—
Make that slogan prove true,
And follow the leader
It’s now up to you!
Elizabeth O. Marsh
Rockland

AUCTION SALE
The land and buildings comprising the
homestead of Josephine C. Collamore,
late of Rockpoit, deceased, now. occupied
by Harry P Collamore, situated on the
north-eastern side ot Main Street. In
Rockport. Maine, will be sold at public
auction to the highest bidder, under
license from the Probate Court of Knox
County, on fiatkrday, October 17.
1936. at two p. m , on the premises, by
the undersigned admln-atrator. The
right ls reserved to reject any and all
bids, payment of at least $25 to bind the
bargain to be made at time of sale, and
the balance In full within ten days
thereafter.
Also undivided third of a lot of land
that belonged to said decease, situated
on the southern side of West Street. In
West Rockport, the same to be sold at the
same time and place, following the sale
of said homestead, on the same terms
and conditions as that ls sold, except
that the sum paid to bind the bargain
shall be .but $5.
Full particulars will be given upon re
quest and at time of sale.

All three of the Republican candidates for Representative to Con
gress had safe margins.

Eear that Clyde H. Smith might be defeated on

account of Leckemby and Rodgers proved a false alarm, as those indepen
dent candidates registered no serious opposition.

APPLETON—The Republicans
cast six more votes than they did
two years ago and the Democrats
20 less, a net Republican gain of
26.
County Commissioner Hopkins was high line with Sheriff Ludwick a good second. This town

voted dry by very large majorities.
Leckemby
received
within
10
votes the number cast for McLean.

CAMDEN—There had been
disquieting
rumors afloat during the
A. D.
day that all was not well with the
Republican cause, but in the record
vote cast every Republican candi
date was a winner. Brann ran far
ahead of Dubord, hut still fell 121
votes short of White.
County
Commissioner Hopkins, favorite
son, received the largest vote cast,
but Sheriff Ludwick had the larg
est plurality coming out of the Me
gunticook town with 663 more
FRANK H. INGRAHAM. votes than were cast for Comery.
Administrator. This was Hamlin’s banner town,
Josephine C. Collamore Estate.
IU-T-117 the independent candidate receiving

(Continued on Page Two)

U. S. Senator—Brann, D., 98; White,
R, 132.
Governor—Dubord. D„ 71; Barrows,
R., 143; Bubar, I., 15.
Congress—McLean, D„ 55; Smith,
R., 124; Leckemby, I.. 45.
State Senator—Wheeler, D., 70;
Burkett, R„ 152.
Judge of Probate—Pike, D., 63; Wil
bur, R., 146.
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D„ 56; Grif

177 votes. This town voted beer
out of existence, voting no on all of
the moist questions. The net Rcpublican gain reached the amazing
figure of 775.
riicnivn
.
CljSHING-Th.s town went
fin, R.. 158.
Democratic two years ago, and yesSheriff—Comery. D., 49; Ludwick,
terday gave Barrows 39 votes to
R., 163; Hamlin, I., 16.
spare. Clerk of Courts Griffin was
County Attorney—Roberts, D., 59;
high line. The town voted dry, but
Burrows, R . 158.
the margins were small—a single
Commissioner—Tibbetts, D., 54;
vote in one instance.
Hopkins, R.. 170.
FRIENDSHIP — This town,
Representative to Legislature—
with its traditional Democracy, Chandler. D., 55; Dwinal. R., 152.
turned a somersault yesterday, giv
Questions—No. 1—Yes 54, No 144.
ing Barrows a lead of 61. Clerk of No. 2—Yes 56. No 150. No. 3—Yes 87.
Courts Griffin led the procession No 140. No. 4—Yes 39, No 147. No.
with a majority of 75. County 5—Yes 141, No 34.
Attorney Burrows was a good
second.
CAMDEN

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again 1 would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.

GIVE THEM THE FLOWERS NOW
Closed eyes can’t see the white roses.
Cold hands can t hold them, you know;
Breath that Is stilled cannot gather
The odors that sweet from them blow;
Death, with a peace beyond dreaming.
Its children of earth doth endow;
Life ls the time we can help them.—
So give them the flowers now.
Here are the struggles and striving.
Here are the cares and the tears;
Now Is the time to be smoothing
The frowns and the furrows and fears.
What to closed eyes are kind sayings?
What to hushed heart ls deep vow?
Naught can avail after parting.
80 give them the flowers now.
Just a kind word or a greeting.
Just a warm grasp or a smile—
These are the flowers that will lighten
The burdens for many a mile.
After the Journey is over.
What ls the use of them? How
Can they oaxry them who must bo
carried?
Oh. give them the flowers now.

Blooms from the happy hearts garden.

Plucked In the spirit of Jove;
HOPE—The Democrats made a
U. S. Senator—Brann, D 733; Blooms
that are earthly reflectlnna
good stand here, but were defeated White. R., 854.
Of. flowers that blossom above.
Words
cannot
tell what a measure
by 30 votes. Sheriff Ludwick was
Governor—Dubord, D., 532; Bar- Of blessing such
gifts will allow
To dwell In the lives of many.
high line. The town went dry on rows, R., 917; Bubar, I., 129

every question.

Congress—McLean, D., 439; Smith,

So give them the flowers now

—Leigh Mitchell Hodges

The Courier-Gazette
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POLITICAL LANDONSLIDE

ROCKLANI) BY WARDS
1936
1934
Dubord Barrows Brann Ames
261
220
211
145
213
271
130
230
495
624
182
374
307
262
300
153
204
304
384
213
269
421
337
226
178
141
191
73
— —
— —
2077 1832
1121 2288

R.. 287; Leckemby, I., 75, Rodgers,
U., 5.
State Senator—Wheeler, D., 200;
Burkett, R,
Judge of Probate—Pike, D., 158;
Wilbur. R. 435.
Clerk of Courts—Poole, D., 156;
Griffin. R.. 404.
Sheriff—Comery. D., 137; Ludwick.
R.. 413; Hamlin. I., 0.
County Attorney—Roberts. D., 184;
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no,000.00

IN PRIZES!

WED
MU

JOIN THE

PART

ONIONS

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY AMOCO

Every-Other-Day
A harvest supper will be served in
the vestry of the Littlefield Memorial
Church Wednesday at 6.15.

191&

SEPTEMBER.

A well known Rockland citizen is
nursing a very black eye, the result
of an encounter with a slippery bath
tub at Moosehead Lake.
i936

Wilbur Connon is to enter Bates
this fall Here’s hoping that the tall
flrst-sacker of the Rockland Grays
gets his chance with the Garnet base
ball team.

Hl

3 4 5
'8 ?9 10 II ll
IJ<l4 15 16 17 18 19
20 ll 21 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 301 &• Jf •

fcfV

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 15—Rockland grade schools open.
Sept. 15-18—Unity Fair.
Sept 17—Important open meeetlng of
Knox County Fish and Game Associa
tion In Warren.
Sept. 17-18—Biblical pageant, "The
First Commandment' at Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church.
Sept. '19— (>Footi'4a(l)—Rockland High
at Skowhegan
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at
Union.
Sept. 29—Knox
County Teachers'
Convention ln Rockland
oci u-15-Topnham Fair.
Oct
15—Opening meeting of the
Baptist
Men's
League
1 Steamboat
Night).

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
night at 7.30.
"Jimmy” Gray is again listening to
the fire alarm at Central Station.
Vacation over.
The grade schools opened this
morning and mama had other things
to think about than politics.
The Layman's Gospel Team will
conduct a service at Stickney Corner
next Thursday at 7 p. m. standard
time.

Carlton Gregory and Miss Thelma
Whitehouse go this week to Rhode
Island where they will enter the
Providence Bible Institute.
«—---Congressman E. C. Moran. Jr., is on
a trip to Montpelier, Vt., and Con
cord, N. H.. In connection with his
genealogical investigations.
There will be a drill meeting imme
diately following the business session
of Miriatfi Rebekah Lodge tonight.
It is important that all the members
of the team be present.

City Treasurer Charles H. Morey
celebrated election day by capturing
in his garden the largest and green
est green work that the worm editor
ever saw. Eventually Norman W.
Lermond will place the critter in Jts
proper category.
WARREN SALMON WAVS
An open meeting of the Knox
County Fish and Game Associa
tion has been railed for Thurs
day night, by President Oscar'
E. Starrett. It will be held in
Warren, and President Starrett
authorizes The Courier-Gazette
to state that the members will ,
hear some-wonderful news about I

i

the proposed salmon ways at
Warren.
|

t
The world series will start Sept. 30
in the park of the National League
winner. The New York Yankees have
already won the championship in
the American League, and the New
York Giants have a somewhat pre
carious lead in the National League,
with a reasonable chance that Chicago
or |St. Louis may win out.

Educators of national prominence
will be guest speakers Sept. 29 when
the Knox County Teachers' Associa
tion holds its annual meeting at the
Rockland High School building. They
are V. Kersey. California's superin
tendent of public instruct’on, and
Payson Smith who has been State
superintendent ln Maine and Mass
achusetts.
Clem Sutton and Jack Ellard will
be at H. H. Crie & Co's on Wednesday
and Thursday this week to demon
strate Modene Paints. They will be
very glad to answer any of your
.painting problems. Mr. Sutton will
paint more of his fine pictures in the
show windows and give them away.
Be sure to register in the store for
these and other gifts.
The new district governor of Ro
tary International. E. Curtis Matthews
found a warm welcome awaiting him
when he visited the Rockland Club
last Friday, and he gave an admir
able summing up of Rotary's out
standing and significant points. The
conference which followed was of a
helpful nature. Visiting Rotarians
were E. A. Farrington. Haddonfield.
N. J.; F. E. Poland. Boston; Charles
A. Holden, Hanover, N. H.; Charles
W. Babb, Camden; Israel Cutler, OH
Town. F. J. McGarry of New York
was a, guest.
Rummage sale at Universalist
Church, Saturday, Sept. 19.
110-112

Elise Allen Corner School of the
Dance is open for enrollment from
Sept. 5 to Sept. 12. Registration
party for all pupils Saturday, Sept,.
12 from 2-6 p. m. School situated at
22 Brewster St. Tel. 670, Rockland,
Maine,

107tf

V. F. STUDLEY’S

“The First Commandment”

ALL TIME LOW PRICES
AU Goods Marked Plainly at the Very Lowest We Can SeU Them
For
It WiU Pay Vou to Telephone or Call and Get My Prices as I Fear
No Competition
One Call Means Another Customer
Take Notice of the LONG DRESSING MIRROR for $5.95

The World’s GREATEST BIBLICAL DRAMA-A Gigantic Spectacle

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN STREET,

Prominent Local People in Cast and Choir Actually Portray Biblical Characters. The Biggest Event Ever Staged

ROCKLAND, MAINE
104-tf

in Rockland
Director BLANCHE HARRIS

The speaker at tomorrow's Lions
Club meeting will be William Buck
ner of Denver, Col., who will give a
demonstration and discussion on
“Memory”.

TALK OF THE TOWN

j
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BASEBALL’S VALEDICTORY

CAST OF CHARACTERS
\11 we* ........................

Rockland Grays Win City Championship—Hos
tilities Were Threatened

It is respectfully requested by the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce that
the flags be displayed Thursday in
commemoration of Constitution Day,
Thursday being the 149th celebration The curtain was rung down on WTiter of this article. May Cramp's
of the formulation of The Constitu Knox County baseball Sunday after- shadow never grow less.
tion of the United States.
noon when the Rockland Grays by a ' Sunday’s score:
Rockland
Scores of Rockland citizens who score of 20 to 6 settled Ior ail time i
ab r bh po a e ,
have long been on the invalid list any question as to which had the
Dimick,
ss
....
4 10 3 1 0
patriotically insisted upon going to better team the Pirates of the Big
10 0 10 0
the polls yesterday Among the long Five League, or the Rockland Grays Spofford, rf ...
Smith,
c
......
4
2 17 2 0
time residents who thus voted were
of the Knox County Twilight Lea Archer, 2b,ss .
6 3 4 3 3 0
J. F. Cooper, who cast his vote in
Gray, cf .........
5 2 3 1 0 0
Ward 4, and George E. McLaughlin, gue.
Lowell,
If
.......
5 4 5 2 0 0
Neither team showed anything to
who voted in Ward 3.
Connon, lb
4 118 0 o
write home about in this final match,
Gatti, 3b .....
County Agent <R. C. Wentworth ot
4 5 3 0 0 0
but the preponderance of evidence Stimpson, p ..
the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau has
6 2 4 0 0 0
been having his annual vacation, was so strongly in favor of the Oney, rf,2b ...
5 0 12 2 1
which, it may be assumed was de hundred-dollar boys That there could
voted to listening to farm broadcasts be no argument. The latter scored
44 20 22 27 8 1
and reading agricultural reports.
Pirate*
In every inning but the first making
Possibly he did some motoring among
ab r bh po a e
22 hits for a total of 25 bases.
the highways and byways.
5 13 3 2 2
Incensed over some of Umpire Crowell, 3b ..
3 0 12 0 0
There were some damp eyes among Mosher's decisions the peppery Mr. Heald, 2b
Perry, ss ......
3 112 0 1
the radio fans Sunday night when
Dimick indulged in a military LaCrosse, p ..
2 0 12 0 1
Major Bowes said farewell to the
demonstration, and got himself put j Putnam, lb ..
4 114 2 0
Chase & Sanborn amateur hour. This
out of the game through the unani 1 Fd Wink, cfjf
5 1110 °
has long beec one of the most popu
mous edicts of Umpire Mosher and ’ Turner, c ....
5 13 7 3 ll
lar of the Sunday night radio fea
Black. Dimick has been the outstand Fk Wink, rf ..
5 0 10 0 °
tures and thousands of listeners will
ing figure in Knox County baseball
4 10 2 2 1
miss that familiar “all right! all this season—never dodging a chance Gardner, pss
Mosher, If ....
2 0 10 0 0
right!''
to argue, sometimes playing erratic Robinson, cf .
2 0 0 1 0 0
Ralph Ulmer Camp. S.U.V., and the ball, but always a worker for his
«l
Ladies' Auxiliary held their annual team, and responsible for some of the
40 6 13 24 9
picnic at Mrs. Hattie Davies’ cottage best plays which have been made Rockland
0 4 5 3 3 2 1 2 x- 20
Sunday and enjoyed a splendid out this summer.
Pirates
...... 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0—6
Among those who watched this last
ing. Mrs. Marjorie Thorndike pre
Two base hits—Archer, Smith,
pared a fish chowder and green corn game was Frank H. (Gramp) Wilbur Lowell, Heald. Sacrifice hit, Heald.
dinner which was surely appreciated, of Camden, who in hls day was one of Base on balls, off Stimpson 4. Gardn
Mrs. Davies proving again a delight the best players that ever cavorted er, 3. LaCrosse 1, Umpires, Mosher
ful hostess. The Camp and Auxiliary over a Knox County diamond and and Black.
are invited to picnic next Sunday at who has probably seen more games
Seven Tree Pond, Union, as guests of in Knox County than any other man,
We stopped the press this morning
with the possible exception of the
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dick.
to publish the following note from Rev.
Corwin H. Olds, date San Francisco,
Ken Pease, who put Roy Wheelock
Sept. 9. “We have had a great trip so
to flight at the Tillson Avenue Sta
far and still there is no place like
dium last Friday night, will have his
Maine. Yesterday when we drove in
chance against Frisco Dix of Water
to Yosemite Park and stopped to.
ville at this week’s exhibition. Ponzi
register at the Ranger's station, the
Cochran's challenge to Al Bouchard
Ranger looked at our automobile
was accepted by the latter, and that
license and said, “Good old state of
promises to be an engagement con
Maine! The best state in the Union.”
siderably warmer than a Turkish
We agree with him. Last Sunday I
bath. Cracker Favreau meets Young
preached at the Presidio of San
Cornier of Augusta, and Kid Barter
Francisco.
of the Camden Hills Camp is billed
against Bin St. Peter of Augusta.
BORN
LEWIN—At Portland. Aug—to Mr and
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re
Mrs Ralph Lewln. formerly of P.ciklief Corps it was voted to hold the
land. a daughter.
annual fair Nov. 12. A vote was also
MARRIED
passed to publish the patriotic ques
WELCH-BUROBSS — At
Lincolnville
tions issued each month. Those for
Beach. Sept 12 by Rev Mr. Beecher.
Raymond
A
Welch
of
Millinocket
and
next meeting, as compiled by the pa
Mlse Mattle L. Burgesa of Lincolnville
Beach.
triotic instructor, Mrs. Eliza Plum
mer, are: Who drew up the Consti
DIED
tution of the United States and who
WEBBER- At Thomaaton. 6ept 12. Mar
was the first to sign? In what and
tin E Webber, aged 73 years Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from residence.
where kept is the Constitution? What
MANN—At Camden. Sept. 14. Herbert F.
similar document preceded the United
Mann, aged 57 years Funeral Thurs
States Constitution? The next meet New doors are open to the men
day at 2 o'clock from the Oood Funeral
Home ln Camden.
who
would
as
soon
go
to
the
dentist
ing will take place Thursday, the
ALBERTSON—At Union.
8ept
12.
members to work on a quilt during as select a new hat.
Arvllla Emma, wife of Robert Albert
son.
aged
83
years.
4
months.
4
days.
the afternoon with a covered dish
9 Funeral today at 2 o'clock, standard at
Thomas Messer residence. Interment In
supper to be served at 6 o'clock.
You'll be amazed to find that every
Lakeview cemetery.
YOUNG—At Lincolnville. 8ept 13. Ellen
The Rorkland High School football Gregory Fall Hat looks as though
Jeanette Young, aged 30 years. 4
months. 7 days. Funeral Tuesday at
team goes to Skowhegan next Satur It had been looking high and low
2 o'clock from late residence. Burial at
day, a lot more encouraged by virtue
Youngtown cemetery.
for just your type of beauty.
of having defeated Brunswick in Sat
AN APPRECIATION
urday's downpour. The boys are re
I wish to express my deepest appre
sponding nicely to Don Matheson’s You may feel lost without that ciation ot the wonderful endorsement
which I received yesterday from the
feeling of uncertainty . . . but people
coaching, and are already strongly
of Knox County. I also want to
devoted to him. On his part he was
you'll get used to the weleome publicly thank my friend Stephen S.
, Comery. the Democratic candidate, for
agreeably surprised at the team's fine
change . . . and you are apt to buy I the clear, manner ln which he con
ducted hie campaign.
showing Saturday. Skowhegan scouts
’
C. Earle Ludwick
two hats instead of one.
were on hand to see what their foe•
men of next Saturday are like and
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all the friends and
the coach Mose Johnston never let This has happened here already neighbors
for their many acts of kind
ness during our recent bereavement.
his shrewd eyes stray from a single this week.
Also thanks are extended for the beau
play. It is in the range of possibili
tiful floral offerings.
Mr and Mrs. Cecil 'L. Morris
ties that Coach Matheson may give
Martinsville
■
*
$2.50 to $8.00
him something new to look at in the
approaching game. That genial smile
CARD or THANKS
I wish to thank all who have kindly
of his can become real foxy on oc
remembered me with cards. Ice-cream,
casions, they say.
fruit and flowers since I have been sick.

Gregory’s Fall Hats
make short work
of long faces

Special Young Men’s Hats
Dr. Scholl's representative from
New York will be at McLain Shoe
Store Thursday, Sept. 17, to show you
how you can end your foot troubles.
Learn how quickly and inexpensively
you can relieve your foot troubles.
There will be a special demonstration
at McLain's Thursday Then you can
see how relief is provided by th*
proper Dr. Scholl Foot Comfort.—adv.

SAVE MONEY!

"The Glcnbernie”

Jeruel M. Mart

Warren

CARD Or THANKS
To my many friends who remembered
my birthday. Sept. 11. so thoughtfully.
I by sending me cards and letters while
ln Boston. I wish to express my sincere
appreciation. They meant much to me,
I especially since I have been 111.
Miss M. Grace Walker
Phillips House. Boston

$3.50

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Dan

......................

Benjamin
Grandfather

PASSENGER—TRUCK
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
USED CARS

Senter Crane's, the Largest Department Store
between Portland and Bangor
Frank A Wheeler. Insurance tall forms'
Fidelity and Surety Bonds
Peoples Laundry. Benj. C. Perry. Prop.
W. H Glover Co., Contractors, dealers in
all kinds of Building Materials. Tel. 14
Tlie First National Store
Rockland Photo Studio, 439 Main street
Phone 1087. L. Venezia, Mgr., for Fall Sittings
Chisholm’s Shoe Store
The Corner Drug Store. Inc.
Huston-Tuttle Book Co.
Clarence E. Daniels. Jeweler
J. J. Newberry Co.
C. L. Black, Prudential Insurance
Chisholm's Spa, Home Made Ice Cream and
Candy
Df. E. B. Howard. Dentist

BOUGHT AND SOLD

MILLER’S GARAGE
ROCKLAND

57Ttf

AMBULANCE SERVICE

During the spring and summer sea
son will make appointments for
Tuesdays and Fridays,

■
Russell Funeral Home

DR. J. H. DAMON
Over Newberry’s 5c & 10c Store

1’EL. 415-W

ROCKLAND
MW

TEL.

862

• CLAREMONT ST„ ROCKLAND

98tf

.........................

Mother

CHOIR
Directed by S. Constantine
Pianist—Mrs. S. Constantine

Soloist—Lydia Storer

Music furnished by choir of thc best singers in the community

Dr. R. L. Stratton, Dentist
E. IB. Crockett 5c & 10c to $1.00 Store
Compliments of Dr. William Ellingwood
A Friend
Gregory's. Top to Toe Outfitters
Perry's Markets. Everything to Eat
Edward C. Payson
M. E. Wotton & Son
Cochran. Baker <fe Cross. Insurance
Burden’s Dress Shop
Rockland Loan & Building Association
The Thorndike. E. M. O’Neil, Prop.
Arthur L. Orne, Inc.
General Insurance, 417 Main street
Stonington Furniture Co., Tel. 980. Main St.
Sllsby's Flower Shop
Dr. Perley R. Damon, Dentist
John Bird Co.—Use Three Crow Products
McDougall-Ladd Co., Insurance

Fireproof Garage Co , Day and Night
Service and Authorized Sales and Service
Oldsmobile Phone 889
Burpee Furniture Co.
Thurston Oil Company
Feyler’s, Inc. Fish, Lobsters and Scallops
St. Clair & Alien, Wholesale Confectioners
Compliments of Perry's Laundry
We Use Ivory Soap Exclusively
Compliments of Fro-Joy Ice Cream
Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
Compliments of The Rockland Garage Co.
Stevenson's Samoset Brand Teas and Coffees
Teas Standard as Gold. Coffees Fit for a
King's Table
Compliments of Cutler's
Compliments of The Courier-Gaette

Don’t Forget to Attend Fuller-Cobb’s Going Out of Business Sale
Auspices Ladies’ Aid Methodist Episcopal Church

Pratt Memorial Church
ADMISSION 40c.

CHILDREN 20c

SEPTEMBER 17 and 18
Thursday and Friday
8.15 P. M. (D. S. T.)

Herbert F. Mann, long prominent
1 tively attesting the popularity of the
in Rockland business and fraternal
Augusta club's course.
TONIGHT
Rockland Players Figure In First and second net prizes were circles, died last night at his Camden
j tied between Norwood Mansur of Au home. Funeral services will be held
the Winnings Last Satur gusta. with 84-18—66. and Myron Hil Thursday at 2 o'clock, at the Oood
Ik neflt Owl’s Head Baseball Club
ton of Old Orchard, formerly of Au Funeral Hom1' in Camden with Cam
day—Hole In One
OWL’S HEAD
gusta, with 81-15—66. They will play den Commandery in charge.
TOWN HALL
Ed Abbott of Martindale won the [ off the tie.
Tax on Pork Chops
Supper 5.30 to 8.00
The last three net prizes were tied
Augusta Country Club's open ama
When you buy a pound of pork
Admission 30c To Both
teur handicap tournament Saturday, among R. B. Harden of Rockland, chops, included in lhe price is seven
i with 82-15—67, Simeon D. Dyer of cents for New Deal taxes.
carding a 76, five strokes above par,
the home club, with the same score,
ln spite of the dismal weather, 55 and Roger Sorrent of Rockland, with
golfers entered the tournament, posi- 85-18—67.
In the draw, Sorrent took third |
prize, Dyer fourth and Harden, fifth.
The summary:
Norwood Mansur, Augusta, 84-18—
66.
M. M. Hilton, Old Orchard, 81-15
, —66.
Roger Sorrent, Rockland, 85-18—67.
Simeon D. Dyer, Augusta, 82-15—
67.
R. B. Harden, Rockland, 82-15—67
E. M. Graham, Jr., Penobscot Val
ley. 86-18—68.
Harlan Gilman, Augusta, 84-15—69.
Creston Bryant, Wawenock, 87-18
—69
Herb Chalmers, Old Orchard, 88-17
—71.
E. F. Abbott, Jr., Martindale, 83-17
—71.
C. C. Abbott, Martindale, 82-10—72.
W. P. Viles, Augusta. 78-6—72.
Ed Abbott, Martindale, 76-3—73.
G, W. Stiles, Portland, 86-13—73.
Joe Williams, Augusta, 79-6—-73.
Douglas Walker, Rockland, 88-15—
73.
Sherwood Williams, Rockland, 9320—73.
A. C. Elliott, Riverside, 95-21—74
Arthur Burke, Augusta, 81-7—74.
Ed. Benjamin. Portland, 86-12—74.
George Warren. Augusta, 99-24—75.
Allan Gilman, Augusta, 90-15—75.
Horace Thomas, Portland, 81-6—75
D. H. Littlefield, Augusta, 85-9—76
George D. Chapman, Penobscot. 86- H
10—76.
iCLftRI ' PHONE
Ed. Gascoigne, Rockland. 83-7—76.
Art Flanagan, Rockland, 83-7—76.
SILK STOCKINGS
Robert Prest, Meadowbrook, 83-7
—76.
Roy Moore, Waterville, 83-7—76.
For half a century,
H. B. Bethell, Martindale, 83-12 77.
the Co-operative reputation for
W. H. Girard, Bath. 80-3—77.
quality has been bascJ on values
Laurie Crane, Rockland, 93-16—77.

GOLF AT AUGUSTA

SUPPER and DANCE

Senter Crane ConapaBf
A New Line of Hosiery
For Your Approval

79c and $1.00

such as this model offers. Rugged

Made Hole In One

and smart, you’ll find it just the

A hole in one was made Saturday i
at the Rockland Country Club by
Arthur Flanagan, who recently won
the club championship. He played a
high niblick shot on a 101 yard hole,
and the ball bounced and went into
the cup. He was playing with Mr.
and Mrs. Felix Saimand of New York,
and his score was 69 for the round.
This is the second hole ln one shot
on this course, the other having been
made five years ago by George Jones,
then acting as club pro,

famous

DENTAL NOTICE

Lendon Jackson
Madlene Rogers
...................................... Dorothy Trask
Jane
LeRoy Black
Terrv
jv *1 j ..........................
Joshua ............ ‘................... ............................... Raphael Sherman
Parker Worrey
Melon
............................................ Max Ames
Malchah
Shirlev Rollins
Miriam ..............................
George Orcutt
......................................
Vinton Beal
Councillor to Pharoah
Kingsley Strout
Dorothv Sherman
Maidservant
Ruth Marston, Mildred Shannon
Fan Bearers
Ruth Thomas
Marv
................................... William Cross
Joseph ..............................

Father ..............................

These Leading Citizens and Business Firms of Rockland Are Backing “The First Commandment”

is cooL

RETREAD TIRES

Ralph Clark

IL R. Winchenbaugh
........ Dr. Blake Annis
................. Alvary Gay
Capt. John A. Stevens
.......
Ernest Trask
... Harold Whitehill
......*.
Leslie Somers
Rev. Charles Seliger
Cleveland Morey
Richard Ellingwood
Doris Borgerson
...... Saxon DeWolfe
.... Gladys Chapman
Marion Harvey
Gordon DeWolfe
... Winfield Chatto
Joseph Robinson
.... Robert Gardner
William Cross
... Raphael Sherman
...........
Billy Bicknell
Dr. H. V. Tweedie

thing to wear when thc weather

BUY

RANKIN ST.,

...........

Pharoah (Moses Time)
Pharoah (Joseph Time)
Joseph
............................
Aaron
.............................
First Wise Man
Second Wise Man
Third Wise Man
Fourth Wise Man
Chief Butler
Chief Steward
First Levite Woman
Second Levite Woiwan
Third Levite Woman
Fourth Levite Woman
Reuben
Judah ................................
Levi .............. ....................
Simeon
Issachar .............................

McLain Shoe Store
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
FOOTWEAR
MAIN ST., NEAR LIMEROCK

• You'll wear shorter skirts this fall ... or skirts
that swoop coyly up in the front ... so make
certain that your hose bear scrutiny.
And
Mojuds are just the thing! Their crystal clear
ness, and their sound wearing qualities make
them a universal favorite.

You'll enjoy their new rich Fall
Screenlite Shades, created by
Orry-Kelly, famous designer of
fashions worn by Warner Bros.’
movie stars.

j^gJ^SENTER CRANE COMPANK^®^

Every-Other-Day
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EAST WALDOBORO

VINALHAVEN

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Traveling Around America

jCOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE j

Albee Sidelinger, Mrs. Edward
The annual picnic of Union Church
I 'JSkillings, Mrs Edward Coombs and |
Circle was held Thursday at Mr. and
Mrs
Martha
Benner
were
callers
j
! Mrs. Harry Wilson's camp at City
i
3
1
4
7
5
b
8
Monday at L I. Mank's.
1 Point. Those present were Margie
Miss Marian Flanders who has
Chilles, president; Evelyn Patrick,
1
IO II
9
13
a
Gladys Coombs, Carrie Bums. Clyde
been visiting relatives in Portland,
McIntosh, Edith Vinal, Abby Hutch
has returned.
i4
15
lb
17
inson, Georgie Roberts, Mary Noyes,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Frieswyk
Annie Patrick, Rebecca Arey, Irma
and daughter Barbara of Boston, Mr.
1
1 18
w 19
20
Holbrook, Kenneth Holbrook. Mary
and Mrs. Peter Frieswyk and two
If 11 23
Aray, Gracie Lawry, Sadie Newbert,
children, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hy
2M
25 2b 27
Pauline Smith, Lillian Lawry, Nellie
land. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leavitt of
28
Wilson An enjoyable day was spent.
29
31
Whitinsville. Mass., Mr and Mrs
Joseph Gerand and two children of
Mrs. Carrie Dickenson arrived Sat
Norway and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of
urday from Boston.
Thomaston were recent guests of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Holmstrom and
SSS
33 34
35
Teresa Munro.
children Richard and Joan w’ho have
w*
Mrs. Myrtie Simmons and Mrs.
been spending a few weeks with rela
mA
37 3b
3b
39
James Mank were Belfast visitors ,
tives, returned Saturday to Dedham,
w M2
Sunday.
Ml
M3
MM
Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Wilson were at
Agnes Mathieson and Rosa Mathle47
MB
their home from Hollis Center over
45 4b
son recently returned from Boston,
the weekend.
accompanied by their cousin Miss
52«
Ml 5° 51
53 54
School began last Tuesday with
Ethel Moran.
I
Miss
Dorothy
Muir
as
teacher.
She
Misses Phyllis Black and Edith
58
5/
5b
55
is boarding with Mrs. L. I. Mank.
Nickerson are teaching in North
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude have
Haven schools.
bo
5?
been entertaining his brother and
‘Photo Grau iiw
Miss Louise Libby arrived Friday
When Gertrude Michael says “Yes" to Walter Abel, in “Second Wife," family of Fall River, Mass.
31k
THEY CHOOSE THEIR OWN NAMES
to resume teaching after spending the their current co-starring screen attraction, dire things are predicted for her
Mr. and Mrs Milton Creamer, Mr
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
The Sau Bias parents never name
HESE little natives never learn
vacation with her parents, Mr. and by Erik Rhodes, who loves her, and gives her up with bad grace. It is Abel's
18-Piece out
47-On tbe summit
1-Captivate
and Mrs. Clarence Eugley, Mr. and
their
children
—
permitting
them
to
to read nor to write—for they
Mrs. Charles Libby, Wollaston, Mass second venture, and Gertrude's first, in the screen-play, and Erick does not
20-Diacover
49-Weaken
5-Additional
Mrs. Reginald Monahan. Mr. and
belong to a race which has de choose their own names when they
52- Wore a cheerful
22- Suffix to form past
9-Crude metal
Elwood Sails is on vacation in town believe that such combinations ran have a happy ending. So, he hangs
Mrs. John Rines and daughter
aspect
tense
veloped no form of writing, or word grow older. Many of them neglect
10-Because
after having toured France.
around—and becomes an ever-present menace to the marital happiness of
to take any name at all. Others are
23- Middle
53- Guided <■'
12- Plural suffix
Madeline
motored
to
Mt.
Katahdin
signs.
Yet
they
do
have
what
many
A party of 16 enjoyed a trip to the young couple. What happens makes the story of a very modern “tri
forced into sudden selections—with
26- Examined
55- Note of the scale
13- Atom bearing an
modern youngsters would consider
and Ripogenus Dam as a holiday trip.
Saddleback Light and Isle au Haut angle" drama in "Second Wife,"—adv.
27- lndefinite article
56- Exists
most fantastic results. The Impetus
electric charge
a rare privilege—that of selecting is often ptovided—now that the In
Miss Carolyn Bowden has been
29-Remove the akin
57- Prefix. From
14- A vegetable
Friday in Capt Ed Robinson's motor
31-Character in Othello
their own names. They belong to an dians come Into more frequent con
58- Before
15- Except
visiting friends in Hallowell.
boat.
34- Stake in cards
17- Wnting implement 59- Greek letter
amusingly primitive race dwelling tact with civilization—by shipping
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Warren
Taylor.
Mrs. Lora Hardison was hostess
35- Cong regates
60- Tolerate
18- Pen-name of
papers
which
must
be
signed
In
con

on
the
San
Bias
archipelago
which
Arthur Post of Quincy, Mass., Mrs
36- Egyptian god
Charles Lamb
Friday to the Four A's.
VERTICAL
is only 74 miles from Colon at tbe nection with tbe sale of cocoanuts,
37- Apportion
Butler, Mrs. Brasier. Mr. and Mrs
19- Golf mound
Miss Flavilla Arey has returned
Atlantic end of the Panama Canal— or the purchase ot goods in Colon.
38- Graded
1-Contended with
21-Part of a boat
Wilmot
Butler
and
Alfred
Brasier
of
from Knox Hospital where she re
a half hour’s flight hy safe modern It is then that the nameless one—
2-Metric lapd measure 39-Pinch
24- Heap
Rockland visited Sunday at Austin
airplane. The islands have recently generally with the aid of a sympa
ceived surgical attention.
40- A compass point
3-Chinese plant
25- Remain
(abbr.)
been discovered by tourists and are thetic onlooker—must produce a
4- Draw
Wiley's.
28-Give more depth
Mrs. Harriet Jones went Monday to
5- Feminint suffix.
41- Assumed an attitude
now Included In the Itinerary of spe name. Historical figures provide the
30-Mature
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nickerson and
Rockland to visit a few days with her
(Fr.)
32- Speaka
44-lncreased
cial Panama cruises leaving New most fertile field with the result
children of Methuen, Mass., passed
daughter Mrs. Leo Brault before re
6- End
33- Sailors
York weekly on ships sailing to the that the number of Theodore Roose
46-A continent
the
weekend
at
G.
J.
Mank
’
s.
Arthur
7Fish
eggs
turning to Boston for the winter.
36- Regenerate
Spanish Americas and California velts and Woodrow Wilsons on the
43-Lyric poems
8- Torment
37- Male bees
Mr. and Mrs. George Headley who
Nickerson, Jr., who has been spend
anil to South America's West Coast. island is amazing.
50- A beverage
11A
shore
bird
41- Separate
have been guests of his parents, Mr.
ing the summer here returned with
51- Chum
12-The natural fats
42- Surface
53- Gr?ssy meadow
them.
and Mrs. Alfred Headley, returned
16-Remained in a
43- Opinion
UNION
CAMDEN
54- Eagle
prone position
45-Spike of corn
Mrs. Ernest Robinson was guest
Monday to Portland.
Ruth Wahlman and Kathleen Cot
Thursday of Mrs. L. L Mank. They
Mrs. E R. Boody of Rensselaer, N.
Mr and Mrs Herbert Sawyer af
(Solution to previous puzzle)
ter went Monday to Cambridge,
called on Misses Lizzie Winslow and Y.. is visiting ber mother, Mrs. H. J. Medford. Mass . were weekend guests
ter
McEdward;
student
council.
Wil

Mass.
Winnie Winslow. Warren.
Babbidge and sister. Mrs. Fred Gill- at Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fuller's
It1q|r j qInI t| ol
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mills recently
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden and son chrest.
Community Club meets today with liam Lucas.
[m^D;ArTciAjRfsl
The
freshman
reception
will
be
returned from Rockland.
Charles were weekend visitors at
Irl i Mh5! -1 AfNk!l-[
Mrs. Luther Bradley who has been Mrs. Irving Rich and Mrs. William
held Friday at U.H S. gymnasium and
The American Legion Auxiliary
the home of relatives in Hallowell.
spending the summer at her home on Thomas.
followed by a dance.
met Thursday at "The Shoe.” There
Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood Reever Harbour Road has returned to Bos
Mr. and Mrs Alvah Robbins and
was election of officers and two new
Carl Reever, Gerald Reever, Miss ton.
son Joseph have been recent visitors
members, Mrs. Eva Simmers and Mrs.
Martha Stanley of Beverly Mats.,
SUNSET
Mr. and Mrs Rhea Smith have re at the home of Mrs. Jennie Thurs
Nina Ewell, were received.
and Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Brackett
ton. South Union.
turned
to
Philadelphia
after
passing
Mr and Mrs. W. G. Bennett of Palo
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sellers and i
of Thomaston visited recently with
Mrs. William Gleason and daughter
the summer at “Orchardside.” Har
Alto. Calif., who were guests of Mr.
family
of Chicago are visiting Mr. j
Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Dorothy went Thursday to Boston.
bour Road.
and Mrs. Austin Calderwood, have
Mrs. Jennie York of Farmingdale.
Dorothy will return to Detroit and and Mrs D. L. Sellers.
Wendell B. Gillchrest has returned Mrs. Gleason will visit Mr. and Mrs
returned home.
Murry Forcyth is in Portland on a
Ralph McGaritty of Dexter and Miss
Miss Marjorie Wright of Roxbury,
visit.
Rose KirkDatrick of Hallowell were to Rocheste-. N. H.. after a vacation C G. Brackett of Medford.
Mass., and William Brieman of East
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs G. F.
Mr and Mrs. Marshall and son of
Earle Lermond and Maynard LerMarie Wilson admires a gift of flowers while Arthur Treacher and War recent guests at Otto Bowden's.
Dedham, Mass., passed the weekend
Gillchrest.
Melrose
have been guests of Mr antf.b
ir.ond
of
Swampscott,
Mass.,
were
ren William look on—wondering who they're from. This trio appears in
Stanton Hanna has employment in
r,3oston visited Joseph Raynes rewith Mrs. Etta Wright.
Ellen Jeanette, daughter of Win weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Carl Haskell.
“Satan Met a Lady," which features Bette Davis along with Alison Skipworth. Boston.
Mrs. Louis H. Young, her son Pau! Porter Hall and Winifred Shaw.—adv.
The
26th
anniversary
of
Mrs.
' cently.
field
and
Blanche
(Hardy)
Young,
Charles Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Skillings and
Young and mother, Mrs. Alice M.
Elmer Keene who has been a pa Christian Moore's vacationing at the J Mrs. D. L. Sellers visited Laurence
daughters, Madeline. Mildred and died Sunday at her home in Lincoln
Gammons, have returned to Auburn the home of Mrs. Buttnam's parents
tient at Knox Hospital returned horn? I "pirs" wa£ celebrated Sunday. Mrs. Sellers of Portland last weekend.
Ruth of Portland spent the weekend ville. aged 30 years. The funeral will
WHITE HEAD
dale, Mass., after spending a pleas
Moore is of Bryn Mawr. Penn, and
Beryl Morey and Virginia Carter
be
held
from
the
residence
today
at
Mr. and Mrs Frank Calderwood.
Wednesday.
with Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs.
ant summer at Camp Restless on the
Mr and Mrs. Harry Beers of Wake
Willard Morrison has employment
Miss Florence Bessey of Natick, one of the first guests to arrive at have returned to Stonington after beMrs. Eva Masters of Round Pond, 2 o'clock. Rev Robert Beecher of
Ames Farm.
field. Mass. who formerly went to
the beginning of the season and the ing employed at the Firs for the sumin Salem.
Mrs. Beulah Curtis of New Harbor ficiating. Burial will be in Youngtown Mass., visited her parents over the
ette
last to leave in the fall.
mer.
Marjorie Huse has resumed teach Rackliff's Island for vacations, oc and Judson Benner of Warren were I cemetery.
holiday.
cupied
Thomas
Maker's
cottage
at
Shields-Drew
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Sawyer spent
June Snowden is employed at Dr.
recent callers at L. L. Mank's
| E. B. Putnam and George Glaentzel
ing at St. Croix High School, Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gorden and
Spruce Head Island for several days
Cleo. daughter of Postmaster and land.
Wheeler's dentist ofice.
Mrs Inez Burkett are in Watertown, the weekend in Lubec.
The Social Club met recently with j attended Presque Isle fair.
Miss Clara Hutchins of Stonington
Gerald Beverage spent last weekend recently' ’niey enjoyed “ short stay
Mrs. O. V. Drew was united in mar
Ernest Sellers of Portland is visiting
Mrs Nellie Reever for picnic dinner, | Albert Checci has returned to Mass.
passed
Saturday with her sister Mrs. D. L. Sellers.
riage Friday to Victor Shields, son at the home of his parents Mr. and in the White Moutains before re- 24 being present A program by Mrs. \ Chicago after spending the summer
Mrs. Charles Lermond entertained
turning home.
of Herbert Shields and Mrs. Rena Mrs. Albert Beverage.
at dinner Labor Day Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cole.
Reever conc;sted of readings by Miss in town.
Mrs.
Wilson
Carter
and
children
Miss Rebecca Powers of Everett,
Johnson. The ceremony took place
Frank Barrows of Medford, Mass.,
Almon Cooper was a visitor here
William Gaythwaite, manager of
have been at L R. Dunn's cottage a' Bertha Storer. Mrs Hattie Rines,
Mass., spent the weekend with her GEORGES RIVER ROAD
at Union Church parsonage w’th Rev. last weekend.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rodgers
and
daughter
Mrs. Hazel Bowers; piano solo, Mrs. the Comique Theater, ls visiting In
cousin Gweneviere Powers, who is
N. F. Atwood officiating. The couple John Crockett was in Rockland on Rocky Hill Point while repairs were
of Boston, and Mrs Edith Green.
The Finnish Church will have a
Blanche
Lermond; telegram contest, Lynn. Mass., and New York city.
being made at the Carter cottage.
employed at the Felsted
were attended by the sister and business recently.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alexander
Fuller
at

ineeting tonight Tuesday at 7 stand
Mrs.
Gladys
Barton.
Prizes
were
won
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snowden visit ard at Mr and Mrs. William AnderMartin S Elmer has returned to tended the play at Lakewood last
brother-in-law of the groom. Mr. and
Albion Beverage was in town over Mr and Mrs George H. Higgins of by Mrs. Edna McIntire and Mrs.
I
Camden
and
Spruce
Head
visited
ed
Saturday in Castine.
Springfield.
Mass.,
after
spending
Mrs. Edwin Maddocks.
Wednesday night.
Sunday coming from the young peo
,son's. Rockland. Thursday night will
Flossie Mank. The next meeting will
Thursday at Mrs. H. W. Andrews.’
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Powell and be held a harvest festival in the
the summer with Mr. and Mrs. A. V.
Both bride and groom attended pub ple's conference at Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Demaranville
be
Thursday
with
Miss
Bertha
Storer
Mrs. Hiram Andrews entertained
Elmore.
lic schools of this town, the bride a
of Wenham. Mass., are visiting Mr. family who occupied their cottage for church. South Thomaston at 7. Sun
Blanche Crockett has entered
over the holiday weekend, at her
the summer, have returned to Hyde day School will begin Sunday at 10
member of the class of 1934 Vinal training in Salem Hospital.
Mrs. Harry Bellamy of Boston and and Mrs. Arthur Stewart.
WEST WASHINGTON
Park.
haven High School; the groom, class
Miss Laura Bellamy and friend of
Clara Waterman has returned to home on Norton's Island. Mr. and
,a m. and the young people's meeting
The corn factory opened this week.
Mrs.
Joseph
O'Neil
who
motored
Mr. and Mrs David Murry are en-[at 7 p m
Miss
Mildred
Bartlett
went
last
'
New
York
clty
called
on
Mrs
Stonie
of 1931.
her teaching position in Swampscott.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller, accom
Mr. and Mrs. Shields are spend She reports a wonderful trip this there from Portsmouth, N H„ and Tuesday to the Maine General Hos-|Jameson recent'y while enroute on panje<j py Mr. and Mrs. Maurice tertainlng friends from Massachu
Mr. and Mrs. L. B Beal and daugh
setts.
ing a wedding trip at the Drew Drop summer to Sweden.
pital In Portland to enter training. a motor trip to Nova Scotia.
Lindsay of Thomaston, spent Labor
Lowered Utility Rates
ter. Janice of White Head.
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Eaton have
camp, Pleasant River, after which
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Tibbetts
and
I
School opened last Tuesday with
Day at Old Orchard.
Gov. Alf Landon forced lower util
Mrs.
Daniel Farnsworth
and
they will be at home at the apartment
returned
to
Stonington
after
spend

■
ity rates in Kansas that are saving
Miss Marion Shefield ot Oakland as Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collemer
Miss Ida Hughes entertained at
daughter, “Pat" are at Mrs. L. B.
EAST APPLETON
of the groom's grandmother, Mrs.
ing the summer here.
tored Sunday to Boothbay Harbor.
the people of the state about $1,000,teacher.
bridge
Wednesday
night.
High
score
Beals' home for an extended visit.
Aura Roberts. Their many friends
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marritas ot 000 a year.
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertained was won by Mrs Euda Lermond.
Miss Anna Hibbert visited Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Calderwood Jack Pendell. former light keeper at
extend congratulations
the Lend-A-Hand Club Monday at
Mrs. Harriet Pevear has returned
and family have returned to Woro- Boon Island, is lobstering with C. H. W’ith her parents Mr and Mrs Archie
her home on Elm street.
Hibbert.
! to New Jersey.
noco, Mass, after a visit with rela Wall at Rackliff Island.
NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edwards have
• • « «
tives and friends in Appleton and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beal of the
returned to Eoston after passing the ) Miss Mary Ware and Miss Augusta
Fred
C.
Babb
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Emerson of Camden. They were accompanied by Light motored Saturday to Westbrook
Rokes were business visitors Thurssummer in town.
The sudden death of Fred .A Babb,
Augusta have returned home follow Mr. Calderwood's mother who will with Dickie Goff who was returning
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Maker. Bay ■ day in Rockland.
HATEJl
ing a visit with Mrs. Emerson's par remain indefinitely.
home after spending a vacation with 76. of this place has cast sadness View street, will entertain the ladies i Mr and Mrs Albert Goss returned
J-S4 'i’ W
over
the
community
where
he
was
to Your hotel In BOSTON
Mrs. Robert Gushee returned re his grandparents.
ents, Mr and Mrs. H. T. Crockett.
of the Methodist Society Wednesday Wednesday froni Boston.
House
OvuWJlV-MMP
Tiie Leadbetter reunion was held cently from visit with relatives in ’ L. R. Dunn, officer-in-charge of born and his entire life spent. Mr. afternoon. Picnic lunch at noon to Buests have been Mrs. Cook and niece
••’♦JI
IUUOMWTvUTI
the local station, and Alton Brown, Babb’s occupation was that of farmer which the husbands of members are Miss Mary McEdwards of Dorchester,
Sept. 5 at Crockett’s hall, attended by Boston and Springfield.
Mr. and Mrs. George Parker and passed 48-hour liberty at their homes and had been postmaster for several
65. A fine dinner was followed by a
invited.
Mass
years He was widely known for his
short program and a social hour. family of Rockland and relatives in Rockland recently.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
L.
Kennedy
j
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harriman have
RADIO
Among those from out of town were from Augusta and Clinton Fickett of Orland Pettigrow and Clifford El industrious habits, honest dealings have returned from a motor trip to i returned to Haverhill. Mass. They
SERVIDOR
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beverage and six Rockland held a picnic Sunday on the well of the local station went Satur and kindly disposition. Deceased was Canada.
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
, day to Camp Curtis Guild at Wake son of Thomas and Susan (Moore)
children of Hope; Mrs. Horace Lead- Point, Senebec.
Virgil
Widdoes
of
Portland,
a
form■
Herbert Messer,
Babb.
better and Mrs. Myrtle Tilden of Mr. and Mrs. William Carleon and field, Mass., for one week.
er
resident
here
called
on
friends
Wilbur Eastman of North HaverHe
leaves
his
wife;
one
son,
John
family of Rockport were among re A new truck has arrived at Spruce
Camden.
Sunday.
1 hill, N. H., arrived Friday to visit
A.
Babb;
two
grandchildren,
one
cent
callers
at
Meadowbrook.
Head Island for the White Head
Miss Sarita Beverage, who was
« NORTH STATION
The local W.C.TJU. will hold a ' Philip Creighton. With another col*< STFP*/r>zw
TRAIN*
(tOOM*
brother, Elmer Babb of Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Griffin were recent Coast Guard Station.
guest of her mother, Mrs. Lottie H.
cooked
food
sale
Saturday
in
the
i
lege
mate,
they
went
Saturday
to
Beverage for three weeks, has re guests of Mr. and Mrs. Karl Johnson. Frank Alley, first assistant at the He was a member of Granite Cutter's
Arau store.
Bar Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salo visited Light, has returned home from Rock Union. Knights of Pythias. Evening
turned to Washington, D. C.
Mrs.
A.
D.
Coose
has
returned
from
Star
Grange,
and
president
of
West
land where he spent a 12-day fur
Lloyd Crockett went Thursday to out of town the past week.
a visit with Mrs. Clarence Peabody in
High School Notes
Washington Cemetery Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Mandelin weTe recent lough.
Rockland returning the following
Funeral services were held at the Warren and Mrs. Edgar Moody in
High School opened Sept. 8 with
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salo.
day.
West Washington Church, Rev. Union.
an enrollment of 70 pupils. Th'1
Government men recently uprooted
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Beverage
BREMEN
Raymond Snow went Monday for teachers for the year are: Principal.
Besant officiating. The profusion of
and Miss Ruth Owen of Camden currant bushes here In work of pine
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Connell of Win floral tributes were tokens of love a short stay in Boston and Ports William Thomas; assistants. Mildred
were weekend visitors at the home of blister control.
mouth, N. H.
and sympathy.
Merrifield and Annabelle White.
chester
are visiting in town.
Mr. Beverage’s mother, Mrs. Ruth
Miss Virginia Jamieson Is in
The bearers were Linwood Turner,
Class meetings have been held this
Carrie
Wallace,
Mrs.
Norah
Gilles

Beverage. They also attended the
Meat Low, Taxes High
Philadelphia where she will enter weeik with these officers elected:
Leadbetter reunion.
On each pound of bacon you buy pie of New York. Miss Cecile Jayone Archie Hibbert, Cleo Bartlett, Edson
Beaver College.
Seniors—President, Elvie Rultta; vice
Mrs. Addie Lassell of Lincolnville there is a New Deal tax of eleven of Woodstock. Ill., and Miss Florence Wellman, Lloyd Hewitt. Out of town
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Plummer president, Woodrow Gould; treasurer,
and
two-third
cents,
exclusive
of
relatives
present
at
the
funeral
were;
' Goodwillie of Arlington, Mass., have
Effective September 16, 1936
has been guest for a few days of Mr.
state sales taxes.
i returned home after spending two Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fuller and have returned to Philadelphia after Beatrice Rich; secretary, Madeline
and Mrs H. T. Crockett and other
Subject To Change Without Notice
daughter, F. G. Babb, Mrs. Jessie a season's stay at Lake Megunticook. Gorden; student council, Shirley
Daily Except Sunday
weeks on Cape Cod.
relatives.
THE SENTINEL
Wood of Gardiner; Mrs. Maggie Bird. The Congregational Good-Cheer- Morton and Alice Farris. JuniorsResidents
here
were
pleased
to
see
The fine concert Sunday by the
(For The Courier-Oazette)
VINALHAVEN LINE
the article by Col. F. S. Philbrick Mrs. Gennle Moore, and Norman Class will enjoy a banquet tonight President. Muriel Hannan; vice Presicombined bands, North Haven under Upon your eminence. Oh, Maine,
STEAMER:
We see you stand as sentinel
Ident, Philip Crabtree; secretaryLeaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A, M.. arriving at Rorkland at 9.20 A.
which appeared in a recent issue of Brown, of Augusta; Mr. and Mrs. at Cook's in Tenants Harbor.
the leadership of Floyd Duncan and To
call assurance clear and plain,
M. Returning, leaves Rorkland yi)t 2.45 P. M., arriving at Vinal
Miss Barbara Dwinal has resumed treasurer, Susan Abbott; student
Vinalhaven under the leadership of "The hour has struck and all ls well." this paper. They wondered if he had John Smith and two sons, Mr. and
Tie
haven at 4.00 P. M.
been mustered out and were gratified Mrs. Norman Wyman and son, Mr her studies at Sullins College, Bristol. council, Louise Newbert. Sophomores
Joseph Kittredge, attracted a large A privilege yours, to first defend
Our nation's plan, our sires’ decree;
to know that such was not the case and Mrs. Forrest Barnes of Water Va., after spending the summer with —President. Roger Farris; vice pres!SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
audience.
To wavering minds new courage lend.
STEAMER:
Charles Poole and Almond McLain ville; Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Folsom. her parents, Judge and Mrs. Zelma dent, Martha Gould; secretary-treas
Edna Waterman ls spending a To waken dormant loyalty.
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M„ Stonington 6.30, North
urer, Lea Fransen; student council,
have been engaged in shingling the Mr. and Mrs. George Brown. Mr. and M. Dwinal.
■week's vacation at the home of her The word resounding state to state
Haven 7.30; due at Rorkland abceit 8.45 A. M. Returning, leaves
Shall doubt, uncertainty dispel.
Freshmen—President.
buildings on the Palmer property Mrs. Charles Rutter, of Oakland; Mr. • Mrs. A. W. Spellacy and son Fred Bruno Aho.
father Frank Waterman.
Rorkland at 2.15 P. M„ North Haven 5.30, Stonington 4.45; due at
Be final heard as patriots wait,
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Buttnam of Newton "The hour has strurtc and all ls well.” Mrs. D D. Knight has returned to and Mrs. Harold Rich, Frank Rich have returned to Philadelphia after Betty Farris; vice president, Law
—Orace Evelyn Ford
passing the season here.
of Hallowell; Jack Willis of Bath.
rence Blake; secretary-treasurer, FosUpper Falls were weekend visitors at 3974 Waterhouse road, Oakland, Calif. Rumford.
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STAR Waldoboro

WALDOBORO

THEATRE

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Capt. John Bradford, Stephen j
Jones, Fred A. Hovey, John Miller
and Herbert Newbegln were among
SHOWS AT 8.15 P. M.
those who attended the meeting
honoring Governor Landon in Port
TUESDAY, SEPT. 15
land.
“CHINA CUPPER”
Frederick A. Brummitt of Boston is
PAT O'BRIEN,
at his home here.
BEVERLY ROBERTS
F. W. Mathews, who has passed
the summer at his camp at Martin's
THURSDAY, SEPT. 17
Point, has returned to Exeter, N. H.
Miss Jessie B. Keene and Mrs.
“THE LAST OUTLAW”
Celia Gross have returned to Gorham
IIARHY CAREY, HOOT GIBSON
Normal School where they will as
sume their teaching duties.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
Mr and Mrs. Walter Sturrock, who
“GENTLE JULIA”
have been guests of Mrs. Nellie OverJANE WITHERS, TOM BROWN lock, are enjoying a motor trip which
will Include the Gaspe Peninsula.
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
Charles H. Howard of Augusta
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
passed the weekend at his home here,
Saturday night in three prices
j Miss Dora I. Gay returned Tuesday
Evening Shows 8.15 D. S. T.
to Boston.
110-111
Richard Achorn is guest of his
brother Everett, in Claremont, N. H
CUSHING
Rev. J. Reid Howse, pastor of the
Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans in a scene
Methodist Church, ls on vacation.
A cablegram from Mr and Mrs. During his absence union services
from “Piccadilly Jim"
O. T Lindahl to their daughter Mrs. will be held at the Baptist Church.
“Piccadilly Jim," one of the most hilarious characters to come from the
Rose Wales announced their safe ar
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Glidden I
pen of England's foremost humorist, P. G. Wodehouse, now makes his ap
rival in Sweden. Friends are being Fpassed the weekend in Boston
pearance on the screen with the debonair Robert Montgomery aptly filling
remembered with cards and letters
Miss Laura Whitcomb has resumed
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Payson. Mr. her position as nurse in the infirmary the title role. Also prominent in the new picture are Frank Morgan as
Montgomerys father, and pretty Madge Evans as the girl of his dreams.—adv.
and Mrs. Willard Payson daughter at Bowdoin College.
June and son Willard were in town
William Jameson has entered as a
for the holiday weekend
GLEN COVE
SOUTH THOMASTON
student at Andover (Mass.) Academy,
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Rivers of He was accompanied there Monday
Mrs. Mary Saunders of West Rock
Portland were recent guests of his by his father. Foster Jameson.
Earle Rackliff, son of Scott Rackport has moved to the Sleeper tene
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A Rivers
llff,
recently
underwent
a
success

Prof. Jasper Stahl, who has passed
Mrs. Gertrude Jones, daughter
summer at hu home
has| ful but critical operation for sinus ment on Warrenton street.
George Clark of Rockport is enClarice, sons Clifford and Allen and returned to Pottstown, Pa.
trouble at Knox Hospital. His sister, gaged in painting buildings for Carl
Paul Lane of Stoneham. Mass , have
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Brown, Jr of
Dorothy Rackliff who has em- pi»Pman
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. W Hartford, Conn., have been guests of Miss
ployment ,n New York was called
_
Fogerty.
Thomas B. Brown.
,
. .
,
. ...
Ralph Thompson, keeper at Half
home by her brothers illness.
Way Rock Lighthouse, Portland, was
Mrs. Lizzie Young, son Walter anc
The Susannah Wesley Society met;
Mrs. Young of Dorchester, Mass, Monday afternoon in the Methodist
Mr. and Mrs Fred Bowers and a caller Thursday on George Woodhave been calling on friends in town. vestry.
daughter Miss Ava of Winthrop. ward.
Mrs. Lavon Cedarstrom and chil
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Waldron re
There will be a dance in the High Mass were weekend guests of Mr
dren who spent several weeks at Fred
cently visited relatives in North Ha- j
School auditorium Friday night for and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons.
Bedell's camp, have returned to Ever
the benefit of the Athletic Associa
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Clements, ven.
ett. Mass.
tion. Hanna's Music will play.
Norman Crockett is in Boston I
Willis Clements and Misses Shirley
Mrs. Ethel Kinney and daughter
and Ruth Clements of Everett recent where he will probably reside perma
Barbara were at their summer home
nently. Mrs. Faust ine Crockett has i
ly visited Mrs Elizabeth Babb.
here over the weekend.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Deane and | rented her house 10 Rev' C M Pik°
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fogerty, Mr.
Gordon Smith was home from son Lawrence Deane of Woodfords *h° 15 holdin« a series of ten?,me5t'
end Mrs. Eugene Fogerty who were
spent the holiday weekend at their j1"* °n
street' Rockland r
guests of Miss Mina Woodcock for a Portland last weekend
Miss
Arlene
Orcutt
of Biddefordi
week, have returned to Roslindale
Mr and Mrs Brown Crockett and summer home here,
Pool
has
been
visiting
Miss
Charlotte
Mass. While here they made a trip daughter Betty of West Medford, i Miss Emily Pierce is visiting relaWoodward for a few days.
to Cadillac Mountain.
Mass, called Labor Day on Mr. and tives in Augusta.
Frank Seavey is employing vacation
Mr. and Mrs. William Walter with Mrs. John Lane.
, Miss Helen Sleeper has returned to
time for painting his building.
friends of North Waldoboro were call
Raymond Hart spent the holiday , her teaching position at Bridgewater
ers on Miss Fannie Miller, recently. weekend in Boston.
H. N Brazier and C. E. Gregory at
Normal School after passing the
Mr. and Mrs. Eldrean Orff were on
tended the Pomona Grange meeting
Mrs. Margaret Spofford of Booth-1 summer at her home here .
a motor trip to Canada, last week.
bay Harbor was over night guest
Mrs. J. P. Norton and daughter j Saturday in North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Poland (Edith Thursday of her sister, Mrs. T. J Dorothy closed their summer home | Parker Stinson of Wiscasset, san Sherman ( have moved here from New
here and returned last Tuesday to [ tary engineer for the State, is movCarroll.
Harbor.
; ing to the Everett Humphrey teneMassachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libby, who Paul Wickham of Washington, D.
ment.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Luscomb and
spent the summer at their home here, C. who spent the summer with his
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kelley (Mil
daughter Thelma of West Medford
returned last Tuesday to Belmont, uncle Fremont Tolman returned
dred Packard) of Dorchester, Mass.
Mass., visited her brother LeRoy
8unday to his home
were recent guests of Mrs. Mattie
Mass.
Mrs. Roselle Vickery has returned Wiggin and family over Labor Day. Packard
G. B. Butler. Miss Susie Sleeper.
home after visiting for a week with
TENANT S HARBOR
her sister Mrs. Lloyd Gross in Cam Miss Louise Butler and Frank Stan
CLARK ISLAND
ton motored Sunday to Castine for
A well baby and pre-school confer den.
the
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cromwell I
ence sponsored by the State Depart Mrs. G. F. Smith who has been ill
Mr and Mrs. Charles Hill who and son, Cnarles, motored Monday to j
ment of Health and conducted by Dr at her home here for several days but
Charles Leach and Miss Grace Law is now able to be out, motored Sun have made an extended visit with Bangor.
Miss Margaret Rogers of Camden
rence, R. N„ will take place here day to Portland to join Mr. Smith their cousin. G. B. Butler went Mon
day to New Hampshire.
Thursday. Florence Parter. dental who has employment there.
spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
A low flying seaplane caused ex- George Rogers.
hygienist, will examine teeth and Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carroll. Mr. and
make appointments for cleaning the Mrs. E. G Colburn and children and citement in the southern section of | Charles E Baum is slowly recover
following day Examination and ad B A Packard motored Monday to the village last Tuesday afternoon. i ing from an attack of neuritis.
Bar Harbor and Cadillac Mountain a passenger on the plane was Miss
vice will be free.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwards and
Levi Hathorn is spending a few Mr. and Mrs. Max Kimball and [ Elsie Rackliff enroute to New York daughter of Rockland and Miss Jose
weeks with relatives in Massachusetts' children of Cincinnati, were weekend where she has employment in
phine Halligan and nephew spent last
being unable to work on account of visitors at his mother's Mrs. T. J. home of Rev. J. A. Elsie.
weekend at their camp.
an injured foot.
Carroll.
jjjgg Mary Sleeper was guest last
Mr. and Mrs. George Baum and
and Wednesday of Mrs C. E
gt
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crockett, of Millinocket.
y
Donald and a daughter to Mr and called Sunday at Mr and Mrs. John I Patch at, Friendship and attended the :
the home of Mrs. Baum's brother.
Mrs. Erroll Wiley recently, both at Lane's.
teachers’ meeting there. Miss Sleeper j
William Stevens.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Lane
and
son
Knox Hospital.
will teach in the Junior High School I
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Carlson had
there which includes 7th, 8th, 9th and
Mr. and Mrs W. C. Comstock of Walter motored Sunday to Bangor.
as
guest Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Gustin
Rockland visited Sunday at the home Mrs' Lucy Deane of Waldoboro and 10th Grades.
of Roxbury, Mass.
of Mrs. Comstock's mother, Mrs. New Bedford, Mass., was a holida;.’
Mrs. Nathan Witham of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven, grandson
caller on Mrs. O. F Smith.
Emma M. Torey.
entertained relatives at luncheon Ralph Caven and Mr. and Mrs. Wil- j
Wednesday at the Community Sweet liam Pierson have been in Canada for
Shop. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
a weekend visit.
Zebedee Simmons. Mrs. Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Crowe and
Babb and Mrs. Floribelle Allen.
children have returned to WashingStudents from this village enrolled I
j They had as guests over 1
at Rockland High this year are: the weekend Mr. and Mrs. R. Smith, j
Richard Munroe. Hattie Scott, Enc'o daughters Helen and Doris; other re
Laaksonen, Alberta Graves, Beverlie cent visitors included Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson. Sylvia Tyler, Edwin Tyler. Harry Hayward and son Harry, of
Marjorie Sleeper, Meredith Mundie, Pawtucket, R I.
Alice Baum. Warren Ulmer, Robert
Ulmer. Evelyn Ulmer. Kenneth Pierce
SOUTH HOPE
POLAND
and Charles Watts, Jr.
SPRING
Mr. and Mrs. James Cousins and
Mrs. Bertha Hanley is having an
HOUSE
son James of Augusta are guests of
artesian well drilled.
Miss Ethel Holbrook has returned Mrs. Cousin's parents, Mr. and Mrs
from Friendship where she was em J. G. Gath.
Mildred Allen of Stonington has
ployed as assistant cook at The Lob
returned home after a week’s visit
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal
ster Pot.
with Gertrude Payson.
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes
Several members of Rockland
Prof. L. D. Hemenway and family
POLAND SPRING HOUSE
MANSION HOUSE
Chamber of Commerce dined at visited his parents Mr. and Mrs D.
Open until October 5th.
Open until November 2d
Rockledge Inn Wednesday night and
C. Hemenway a few days the past
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
i spent the evening playing cards at
week. They were on their way to
First Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel.
Jthe summer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Swimming, Fishing, Upland Shooting, Partridge and Woodcock,
Newton Center, Mass., from their
Scott
Kittredge.
Mr.
and
Mrs
KitTennis, Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra
summer
home in Steuben
Mr.
| tredge entertained at dinner SaturConcerts twice daily. Dancing.
Hemenway is professor at Simmons'
HOME OF POLAND WATER
j day night a party of political assoCollege and returns to duty this
I dates including Senator Burke of
) Nebraska, E. C. Moran Jr. of Rock- week.
Arthur Taylor and daughter Mar
I land and James Connellan. The Kltgaret and grandson of Waltham
and
J tedges are having extensive repairs
I
Mass., were visitors at W. L. Taylor's
i and improvements made upon their
the past week.
houses here, but will reside in PortAnnie Thorndyke is visiting rela
(Dry and Golden)
[ land this winter as Mr. Kittredge has
tives
in New Hampshire and Massa
f
! been transferred to that city,
chusetts.
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS
j Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Hodsdon and
Mrs. Elliot of New Jersey has been
J son Spalding have returned to Reeds
visiting her daughters Margaret El
j Ferry, N. H„ where Mr. Hodsdon be- liot and Lucille Stewart at their sum
Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison
! gins another year as principal of the
mer place Loon Lodge. They return
High School.
home today.
HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
i Mrs. Richard Sinclair (Myrtle HarMrs. Gertrude Monkhouse of Port
I low,» was weekend guest of Mrs. land is guest of her brother C. L.
SOUTH POLAND, ME.
101*115 Ginger Ale
Natural
George Merchant.
Dunbar.

POLAND SPRING, MAINE

Poland Club Soda

Poland Spring Ginger Ale
POLAND WATER

Tax Promises
and Tax Facts
Roosevelt Assurances as
to 1937 Recall Other
Pledges.
“No new taxes in 1937!”
Newspaper correspondents flashed
that bulletin out of the White House
on the morning of August 12. Mr.
Roosevelt had held an early morn
ing conference with three of his
tax experts.
Leaders of the New Deal party
were jubilant. They regarded as
providential such an announcement
at a point in the national campaign
when the voters were expressing
alarm about the tax bureau.
But there was a fly in the syrup.
The newspaper correspondents were
only mildly impressed. Some ol
them even confessed that they de
tected a familiar ring in the an
nouncement. They recalled that the
same thing had been said early in
1935 and again early in 1936. Taxrelief had been promised by candi
date Roosevelt even as far back as
1932. Yet, as a matter of fact, the
annual tax burden has been in
creased 2,000 millions of dollars un
der the New Deal, with tax rates
that have been boosted to the high
est point in the country’s history.
The Government will collect up
wards of 6.000 millions from tax
payers in the fiscal year 1937. It
will spend an estimated 9,308 mil
lions. Without new or additional
taxes the Administration will have
to borrow more than 3,000 millions.
The First Promise.
Mr. Roosevelt made a pledge to
reduce taxes in his campaign speech
at Sioux City, Iowa, on September
29, 1932. He said:
“I shall use this position of high
responsibility (the Presidency) to
discuss up and down the country in
all seasons, at all times, the duty of
reducing taxes, of increasing the ef
ficiency of Government, of cutting
out the underbrush around our gov
ernment structure, of getting the
most public service for every dollar
paid by taxation. This I pledge
you, and nothing I have said in the
campaign transcends in importance
this covenant with the taxpayers of
this country.”
The special session of Congress
called by President Roosevelt after
his inauguration approved im
portant new tax measures. These
were signed by Mr. Roosevelt. The
new laws levied taxes on non-intox
icating liquors, processing taxes un
der AAA (much of which were paid
by consumers), a capital stock tax,
excess profits tax, tax on dividends
and taxes included in NRA. Other
temporary taxes were extended and
certain tax regulations were stiff
ened.
It was announced at the White
House on March 30, 1934 that Con
gress would not be asked to in
crease taxes to finance veterans’
legislation enacted over the Presi
dent’s veto.
The Revenue Act of 1934, howev
er, made important changes in the
Federal tax system. Surtaxes were
made applicable to a lower level of
income. Extensive changes were
made in taxes affecting corpora
tions. Estate and gift taxes were
increased. The rate on distilled
liquors was raised. In addition mis
cellaneous taxes included a new
capital stock tax and revision of the
excess profits tax.
What Happened in 1935.
In his message to Congress on
January 8, 1935 Mr. Roosevelt said
he did “not consider it advisable at
this time to propose any new or ad
ditional taxes.”
Five months later he sent another
message to Congress in which he
made “a number of suggestions of
important changes in our policy of
taxation.” The Revenue Ac) of 1935
was the result. Increases were
made in taxes on large individual
and corporation incomes, excess
profits, capital stock and estates.
In his budget message to Con
gress on January 3, 1936 Mr. Roose
velt said:
“The state of national recovery
1s such that receipts from prevail
ing tax sources on the basis of the
present rates appear adequate for
financing the ordinary operations of
the Government in 1937 including
service on the public debt; and no
new or additional taxes are pro
posed."
Twenty-six days later Mr. Roose
velt announced that bonus legisla
tion and the AAA decision had made
it necessary to provide new reve
nues. On March 3, 1936 he asked
for $120,000,000 for the first year’s
amortization of obligations under
the bonus act and $500,000,000 to
finance his new farm program. The
public had been forewarned of these
new burdens but the people were
not prepared for a revolutionizing
of the tax system. Congress passed
the Roosevelt act taxing the sav
ings of corporations, big and little.
This was widely criticized as an
other attack on business.
The Administration now says:
“No new taxes for 1937”. Time will
tell. As a matter of fact there has
been an upward revision of taxes
in each of the last four years.
Again the question arises, “Why
not cut expenditures?” Heavy as
the New Deal tax burden has be
come it lags far behind New Deal
spending.
Either there will be new or addi
tional taxes in 1937 or there will
be more borrowing on a huge scale.
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2 BLENDS • 2 PRICES

MATINICUS
Mrs, Minerva Shirley who spent
the summer here, has closed her cot
tage and returned to New York.
Virginia Thompson is in Rockland
where she will enter High School this
fall.
Mary Weeks and Mr. and Mrs. Ear!
Rines of Wiscasset are spending a
| few days at Miss Weeks' cottage here.
Rev. and Mrs Walter Hawthorne
and daughters who passed a vacation
here, have returned to New York.
Mrs E. P. Cooper and daughter
Dorothy have closed their summer
home and returned to Wollaston,
Mass.,
accompanied
by
Murry
Mitchell of Milton, Mass.
School opened last Tuesday with
Mr. Hutchins of Camden as teacher.
Mr. Htftchins and family are living
in the Lavon Ames house.
Ivan Philbrook has bought the
house formerly owned by Mrs. Hattie
Ames
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ainsworth are
visiting their daughter Mrs. Ivan
Philbrook.
Mrs. Winfred Long and son Tylor
of Norwalk, Conn., recently visited
C. A. E. Long.
Hilda Thompson is in Damariscotta
where she will attend Lincoln Acad
emy.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook are
visiting relatives in Auburn.
Isabelle Ames will enter Westbrook
High this fall.
Miss Julia Young has returned to

RED LABEL
America’s finest quality

BROWN LABEL
High quality, low price

"SALADA'
TEA

ao7

Braintree, Mass., accompanied by Mr
and Mrs. Carl Young.
Miss Leta and Hazel Young have
closed their cottage at the South End
and returned to Springfield and New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Webber of
Portland are visiting Mrs. Flora
Philbrook.
Capt. Stuart Ames made a special
trip recently to bring out cars for
Ivan and Orris Philbrook.
Hattie Ames and Gracie Lane, have
returned to Somerville, Mass, where
they attend High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Philbrook and
daughter Celia returned to West
brook this week. Mr. Philbrook is
principal of Westbrook High.
Rev. Mr. Kirshbaum and family
who spent the summer here, have re
turned to Houlton. Mr Kirshbaum
has been pastor here for the last

two summers and he and his family
are highly esteemed by all.
Dorian Ames recently went to Wa
terville where he will attend Coburn
Classical Institute
Dorothy Day who spent the sum
mer with her grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. Orren Burgess has returned to
Rockland.
Warren Killam passed a few days
with friends recently.
Norman Thompson went to New
York recently as guest of F. D. Foote,
aboard his yacht Sea Roamer.

SKIN OUTBREAKS
Eczema itching, surface pimples and
soreness of psoriasis, poison ivy and
irritation about rectum or personal parts
promptly relieved by

Resinol

BACK TO SCHOOL

SILVER NIP—UNSWEETENED

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO JUICE

.

QUAKER

OATS
AUNT JEMIMA

PANCAKE FLOUR
NATION-WIDE

CVDI
ID PANCAKES
BEST EOR
□ zKUr
NATION-WIDE

COFFEE
3 & M—OVEN-BAKED

DC A MC PEA-

Bt/MNO

yellow EYE

RED KIDNEY

40 FATHOM—JUST BROWN AND SERVE

FISH CAKES .... 2
SNIDER'S—IT'S DIFFERENT

CATSUP
VERY FINE

VINEGAR

.

FRENCH'S—PURE PREPARED

MUSTARD

.

HOLSUM—PURE RASPBERRY, STRAWBERRY

PRESERVES

...

.2

BUFFALO—MADE FROM GRADE NO. 1 PEANUTS

PEANUT BUTTER

.

EASY TO PREPARE

MINUTE TAPIOCA
NATION-WIDE—ASST. FLAVORS

GELATINE DESSERTS
DOLE’S

PINEAPPLE

11 ROYAL
SPEARS

PURITAN

MARSHMALLOWS
GOOD LUCK

LEMON PIE FILLING
STERLING

FIG BARS

.

.

.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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Fogg, all of Lynn, Mass., were recent J-4>++4*++++++’
WARREN
guests of Mrs. Lucretia McNeil.
Mrs. Abbie D. Wooster, who ob
Miss Clary Spear spent the week
About 75 persons, Including mem
served her 99th birthday anniversary
end
with
Miss
Mabelle
Brown,
in
bers and guests of Arcana Lodge,
Thursday at her home at Warren
K P . and Mayflower Temple. (Py Portsmouth. N. H.
Highlands, received several callers
Mrs.
Henry
P.
Starrett
and
family
thian Sisters were entertained Sun*
Brief Notes of Travel by
cards and gifts from friends. Among
day at Richard O. Elliot's cottage atI are returning today to their home
Leah M. Ramsdell
the tokens was a birthday cake from
Hathorne's Point, Cushing, on the oc- | in Washington. D. C. aftertwo weeks'
a grand niece. Mrs. Margaret Phil
,1
-I- -I- -I*••• *?
4*
*1* -I* *1- 4* *3*4* 4*
visit
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
P.
Star

casion of their annual get-together.
brook of Rockland. Mrs. Wooster
A clam bake and com roast were rett.
PERSONAL GLIMPSES also entertained Mr. and Mrs. John
Miss
Lucille
Dolliver,
who
has
been
enjoyed on the shore and the re
Betty May and I left our stateroom Dean of Warren Highlands, and her
mainder of the afternoon was spent spending the summer with her par
to
take a last look at our summer niece. Miss Eva Grant of North Ha
ents. Mr. and Mrs Garfield O. Dolliv
playing games.
er, returned tc Fitchburg, Mass., Sun home just as Donato was bringing ven at a dinner party. Mrs. WoosMiss Barbara Elliot, who has been
day to resume her studies at the Lois Kidd a plate heaped with j ter thoroughly enjoyed the day, and
spending the summer with her paroranges for breakfast. We noticed amazed everyone by her ability to reTeacher's College. She was accoments. Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot
the doctor's office was closed; he was member happenings of the past few
went to Boston Saturday to resume Panied by her mother and Mrs. Richher studies at the Simmons College!"* Wyllie. who will spend a few just stepping on the lift. Directly 1 years as well as those in her girlhood
ahead. Mrs. Curcie, with her young days. she had as callers during the
days with relatives and friends in
School of Social Work, and was ac
son. was transacting a last bit of day. Miss Mabel Fernald, Miss Gladys
Winchendcn, Boston and North
companied by her mother, who will
business at the purser's office.
Fernald. Mrs. Luther Clark of ThomWoburn.
remain for a few days.
In the companionway we met aston, Mrs Georgia Harkness of
Miss Mary Eve has returned to the
Mrs. Marion Williams will be hos I University of Tampa, after two weeks' many passengers getting* addresses Rockland. Warner Buxton and Mrs
tess to Friendly Club Wednesday- | visit with E. P. Starrett and family. and having a final chat. Rev. Charles Dana Buxton of Springfield, Mass
Welch was going on the boat deck for Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Grose of Connight at her home on Fluker street.
Miss Eloise Dunn, who passed the
a swim. At the top of the steps. Dr COrd, n H.. and Warren, Miss Ma- j
A picnic supper will be served inside
i summer with her parents, Mr. and Fitzgerald was getting a hair cut.! rion Burkett of Warren Highlands.'
at 6:30 by Mrs. Weston Young, Mrs.
1 Mrs. Lawrence Dunn, went Sunday
Orvel Williams, Mrs. Clyde Butler I to Jenkinstown, Penn., where she while Mrs. Ringle was waiting her . Mrs. Marilla Copeland of East War
turn for a finger wave. Mary Wilcox ren Miss Marion Burkett of Warren
and Miss Helen Stetson.
will resumer her studies at Beaver was having a manicure. Up to A deck [ Highlands. Mrs. Marilla Copeland of
,MrS' JSn ^Tm-J Jo0hnm°HeweU i COlIege:
accompftnied by j we went, past Miss Helen Pierrell. our e^, warren. Rev. and Mrs. Howard

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

t Abroad In 1936

Advertisements In this column not to
ticeed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

YOUNG new milch cow for sale at
Warren Highland. ALTTI A. LEHTO.
TIED Thomaston.
109*111
.. , HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
wholesale, retail; tires bargain price.
♦ I CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS.
265
| ] Main St., City._____________________ 89-tf
PARLOR circulating heater for sale;
(
L^,^^A^,«,*****«**W Al condition. Price 125 Tel. 1130-R
•>
111*113
COUPLE want small, furnished farm 1
AUCTION sale. Sept. 19th. used furni
house or small home for next summer,
detached location, ocean view, good bath ture all kinds Pianos, stove, radios front
ing beach Preferably near Tenants, Boston Storage. 1 o’clock. T. 'WILLIAMS.
Appleton. Me
111*113
Harbor P. O Box 22, Tenants Harbor.
109*111
FUR-lined coat for sale: new worn
MAN. reliable, to become an automo twice, bargain. H B. BOWES. Ill New
109-111
bile and accident claim adjuster In your County road. Tel 912-M
territory. Insurance experience unneces
EXCHANGE or for sale. Police dog 1
sary. No selling Write ASSOCIATED AD year old. spaded female, good cattle or
JUSTERS, Box 564A. Milwaukee, Wise.
watch dog. Price reasonable. AL ROW
110*112 ELL. Burkettville. Me.
109*111
RESIDENT Manager Permanent con
BARTLETT pears for sale. OSCAR
nection. Income 46500 yearly 41500 cash CARROLL, Rockville, Tel. 813-13 Rock
required, secured, retijmable. Address land._____________________________ 109-111
P N . care Courler-Oazette.
111*113
NEW 22-lnch pipeless lurnace Ior sale
MAN wanted for saleswork Must have at a bargain also used kitchen range
good reference. Must be free to travel the RUSSELL DAVIS. Thomaston.
109*111
state of Maine Transportation furnished.
FITTED hard wood for sale. #8 50 cord
Apply at THE FOSS HOUSE. Room 2.
111*112 —2 cord lots at 48 Slab wood 45 Pigs 41
delivered ROBERT ESANCY, Liberty,
RELIABLE man wanted, steady work. : Tel Washington 12-23
109*111
good pay. to call on farmers ln Knox
GUERNSEY cow and Hampshire ram
Countv No experience or capital needed.
Write today McNESS CO., Dept M for sale. Grade Guernsey, 4 years old.
Freeport. 111.
lll’lt Just calved. Her sire the great Albemont
Laden. WIU easily be a 20 qt cow. Ram.
MAN and wife—to run local Coffee 7 mo . a beauty Hls grandfather took
Agency Earnings up fc> 1240 ln a month first prize at Springfield. Mass, Pair
New Ford Sedan given producers as ROSE HILL FARM. Owls Heal. Tel 292-R
bonus. I send complete outfit. You don’t
108-113
risk a penny Details free ALBERT MILLS
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
342 Monmouth, Cincinnati. Q
lll*lt
MANUFACTURING CO.
106-tf
TWO salesmen wanted to travel State
FORD sedan In fine condition Ior sale,
of Maine Men with knowledge of Rubber
special
price
for
quick
sale
RALPH
Footwear preferred Write age. qualifi
cations. and experience to LaCROaBE AYERS. 35 Gleason St , Thomaston.
110*S-116
RUBBER. 66 North 4th St . Philadelphia.
HAND crocheted bed spread for sale
Pa.
111*113
110*112
MAN wanted to supply customers with at 19 Knott St. city.
famous Watkins Products ln Rockland
WE buy and sell all kinds of used
stoves
136
Camden
St.
Tel.
1214-M.
C.
and nearby rural localities. No Invest
. 105-tf
ment. Business established, earnings E OROTTON.
average <25 weekly, pay starts Immedi
SMALL pigs for sale. $4 50 each. F A.
ately Writ? J. R WATKINS COMPANY. KIMBALL, 397 Old County Rd.. Tel.
231-85 Johnson Ave., Newark. N J.
321-W_____________________________ 105-tf
lll’lt
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
POSITION wanted, as allround cook. let for the season Phone us. Rockland
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Willow Sts . Rockland
87-tf
_________________________________ 105-tf
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
Convalescent Home. 105 Limerock St. under cover, also lumber. T. J. CAREVA AMES Tel 1293.
109*111 ROLL Tel 263-21. Rockland.
105-tf
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
fully equipped, call FLY'S GARAGE
MEN WANTED
105-tf
To train for positions In the electric re
frigeration and air conditioning field.
Write, Refrlg-ratlon Engineering Insti
tute.
Care Courier-Gazette
111-113

,

Maytagt m.n t>e
had with gasoline
Main - Malar.

MODEL 30

• Not exactly a salesman. He is a mis
sionary of better household efficiency and
economy. He understands the chemistry
of washing clothes through scientific tests
worked out in the factory laboratory. He
understands the woman's washdav
problem by having discussed it with
thousands, by having personally demon
strated Maytag performance in homes,
week after week. • It is the Maytag
Man’s idea to let you sell yourself, after
he has demonstrated that a Maytag
washes faster, better, more economically
and more conveniently. Upon his courtesy
and integrity rests the reputation of The
Maytag Company. Welcome the Maytag
Man. • Easy de/errtJ paymenti arranpd.

' '
♦

--•R
I
t
TUlY DALE

WANTED
TfmitUV

|

•Limerock Street
tisi.ii.g . r a .
. arrived here Miss virginia Jamieson. of Camden, hostess, who stood reading the social a. Welch, Mrs. Virginia Richmond McLOON SALES & SERVICE,
Main Street
on am s ree . i.
c
who is to entei Beaver College.
calendar, birthday announcements and Mrs. Alena Starrett, all of War- HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.,
10-17 %
**
i Dr- Marion May and Mrs Esther etc> joe>
Wjne merchant, was com- ren village. By
By co-incidence, Mr.
im • NEWTON. IOWA
THE MAYTAG COMPANY » Mimrtwtww, .
Mrs. A. C. Whittaker
"Whittaker anM Mrs. ; Cobb of Saco, were overnight guests
^own
steps, laughing at a Wooster’s grandniece. Jane Oran:
‘
- -- - Douglas, of Attleboro. Mass., were Sunday of---Warden and Mrs Edward story Dr joscph Broady had related was celebrating her 11th birthday at «
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- j p Johnson. Accompanied by Mrs. about a Cairo dragoman.
her home at North Haven on the
liam T Smith, enroute to Bar Har Jchnsor. tliey left yesterday for a ten
The usual bit of morning gossip was same day.
bor.
days’ motor trip which will include being shared at the post office. Mrs.
Because of the change in the High
Funeral services for Martin E. Montreal. Quebec and the Gaspe Conn was still concerned about the
Insist On Original Pocahontas Coal
Webber. 73. who died at his home on Peninsula.
man who plunged from the ship's School program ordered by the Sta,
Mrs.
Nellie
Starrett,
who
has
been
Department
of
Education,
wherein
Delivered
Price $8.50 Per Net Ton
Green street, Saturday afternoon, will
tender in Brioni Harbor to retrieve a
You will find it dustless.
be held from the residence today at at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. purse of money and jewels which a hour class periods are required, the
You have less ash to handle.
Starrett for a year, has returned to j young lady had dropped (I saw.it all noon hour is 1145 to 12.45.
2 o'clock.
You will reduce your fuel bill.
Geneseo
Normal
School
to
resume
f
rom
the
tender.)
Cora
Bigwood
was
Mrs. Elizabeth Bickford went yes
Miss Harriet Wilson, who has been
You bank fires easier and longer.
week’s vacation, resumed; teachlnB duties.
! across the hall buying a few more terday to Groton. Mass., to visit rela
enjoying a
tives before returning to Flushing
her duties this morning in the of 1 Mrs. Cyrus Rider, of Brooks, went I gifts.
in the library we saw Rev. John L. I after spending the summer here
fice of John Bird Co., in Rockland. ! to Rockland Saturday after a brief
TEL. 428 ROCKLAND, MAINE
1 visit with Mrs. Etta Benner.
| Thomas returning his books, while in at Mr. Bickford's old home.
109-114
Miss Barbara Feyler went Monday
Alfred W. Levensaler and son, the writing room sat Miss Brinton
Maxine
Lindsey
returned
Tuesday
to Boston where she is to enter Sim♦
j
. j : Whitman, who spent the past few penning messages to friends in Pales- to Tliomaston after being guest of
f................................................ :
mons Colle6e ar.d was accompan e
with his mother, Mrs. Hanrietta tine. In the farther comer of the
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs Her
NEW 7 room house to let. electric
bj her mothei, Mrs.
ey .
j 'Levensaler. returned Sunday to Con- dining room stood the “clown" who
. lights, at Ingraia&ni HUI Inquire 34
bert L. Kenniston.
T
l 1 Main St , Thomaston, MARTIN LEON
ler and Herbert Li
>,» o *
re co;-d. accompanied by Mrs. Leven- at tea always amused us with. “Iced
BY RODNEY E FtYLEP
ARD_____________________________ 109*111
Neighbors and friends assembled
main for a feu idays.
saler. who will spend the winter with tea. hot tea. iemonade and appleAT Public Landing, for sale or to let,
EXCELLENT 5-room tenement to let
COMMISSIONER
SEA
w
Thursday
night
at
the
home
of
Mr.
about acre of wharfage and space and on West Meadow Rd Artesian well,
Donald Riley' who'hasbeen visit-1 her 5011 “d her daughter. Mrs. Eliza sauce." As we turned to where Rev
Including
former
Curtlsa
Wright
build

x'XTv?
electricity, garage. L. A. THURSTON.
and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw to honor
ing and railway, L L. SNOW CO.. Agents. Tel 1159________________________ 111-113
Mr. Althdrff was playing ping-pong
ing his father, Carroll Riley, in New j Carlton- in Cambridge . Mass
67-81-tf
the birthday anniversary of the for
TWO room kitchenette apartment to
with one of his new acquaintances,
Harbor, for the past few days, hasI
SEVEN room house wl- bath, garage let ln Barter block, S4 week, heat and
mer. Those present were Mr. and
for sale at bargain, 55 Grace St DAN water H. B. BARTER, Tel. 611-W or
we were stopped by a familiar voice
returned home
CAMDEN
Mrs. Henry Waisanen and son Os
110-112 1017-J
111-tf
Doubt as to whether the shrimp I practice would be stamped out or at MUNRO, 9 Park St
in the music room. When we entered
69-acre farm for sale, ln Waldoboro,
wald. Mr and Mrs. David Hill Jr
Russell Young spent the weekend |
APARTMENT
of
fl\e
rooms
to
let
with
buildings in fine repair Telephone, garage Centrally located, reasonable
Mrs. Stonie Jameson. Mrs. William Dr. Arthur Billings Hunt, the radio and daughters. Freda and Sylvia, Mr
with Rev. Leon Shearer, at Bar Har
lights: nice lumber lot. would exchange price Adults preferred, 8 Green St..
hymn
singer,
was
playing
and
sing

of
Maine
by
McAuley. Mrs Margaret Spruce and
for property ln Rockland A. 6 LEON Thomaston.
and Mrs. Onni Karpi. Miss Gertrude
111-113
bor.
ARD City Farm Tel. 117-W
110-112
_
.
. . , .
I daughter, Elaine have returned from ing as he had for the Protestant Lampinen. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms, bath;
George Dillingham, who has been
BEAUTIFUL
cottage
lots
on
Spruce
services
on
Sundays.
He
stopped
sud

in
been expressed
furnished apt.. 3 rooms, toilet. 12 Knox
,.
... ..
a motor trip to Boston,
and son Albert, Mr and Mrs. Oliver
, Head Island for sale Tel. Rockland St . Tel 156-W____________________ 111-tf
spending the summer with his sister,
r
denly and said, “Have you ever heard
Some believe that they are of the
853-13. or Inquire R. B SPEAR, Spruce
.
-v
T,,
-i
’
MrsStonie
Jameson
will
attend
Wincapaw.
Mr.
and
Mts.
E.
S.
CarMiss Anna Dillingham, at the Blod„
LIGHT housekeeping apartment to let,
82-tf
Dr. Hunt kept
variety found in the Quoddy waters products are to be distinctively I Head.
the 50th wedding anniversary recep tlie one about . .
roll. Mr and Mrs Harry Beane and
THE C. F Miller Store for sale, ln all modern conveniences. Adults only.
gett summer home on Knox street,
marked
through
this
plan
wl
every
group
lively
with
his
wealth
of
and
not
so
satisfactory
for
human
Camden. 15 Washington street Next to
tion of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Miss Phyllis Sweet. Mr. and Mrs. Al
went to Portland today for the win- i
the Fire Station. Apply to MRS c F
FURNISHED second floor apartment
jokes.
consumption. We are still awaiting a there is every indication, wil!
Creighton in Thomaston tonight.
MILLER 19 Cross street or MR L. L to let 14 Masonic street.
109*111
ton Wincapaw and granddaughter of
ter. his sister motoring there to take
ANDERSON.
39
Sea
street.
Camden.
Ping-pong was in progress. The
complete report on his findings
FIVE-room apartment to let 1st floor.
this town, and Mrs. Hazel Jewell of
106-114 toilet,
him and upon her return was ac- |
lights, garage, at 23 Franklin St
ladies were winning. Mrs E. Win
MRS. A. M. WINGATE
Portland Mr. Wincapaw received from Dr. Hjort but was told this
Apply on premises.
110*112
companied by Miss Ruth Blodgett, of
Lillie Belle, widow of Arthur M throp Hail was sitting in her deck eight cakes, and cake, coffee and week by Chas. E. Jackson. Deputy
HOUSE at Cresent Beach to let. 9 rooms,
Beach Bluff. Mass., who will spend Wingate, a resident of Monson. Mass., I chair reading the paper. Other slept
“STEAMBOAT NIGHT” $14 a month. Call and see or Tel 292-R.
: Commissioner of the U. S. Bureau of Jackson to Maine was of great im
candy were served.
ROSE HILI, FARM, Owls Head. 108-113
two weeks here.
■ Fisheries that shrimp in the off shore portance to the industry’. On a tour of
and a summer resident of Kenne in their comforts. Some of the boys
1 APARTMENT to let at corner of
Mrs. Henry Clukey and Mrs. Char
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody of Fairthe
Coast
he
became
familiar
with
Baptist
Men
’
s
League
To
were
stationed
with
spy
glasses
scan

beds are of lhe edible variety and are
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
bunkport, died at Kennebunkport
field were guests Sunday of relatives | nearly as tasty as the Southern vari- I our Reeds and the sad state of decline
lotte Ripley, of Rockland* accom
1 MRS LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union St. 105-tf
Thursday, aged 82 years. She was ning for an early glimpse of the
Have
Unique
Entertain

ALL modern furnished tenement to
here. On return they were accom
panied by Mrs. Stella Stone and son.
: that our fisheries had reached. He
eties.
bom in Bangor and spent her earli- Statue of Liberty. Loud laughter
hot and cold water, hot water heat.
ment—Friends Can Help I1 let.
panied by their daughter Virginia
Robert, Richard Woodcock and
lights, gas. bath
Rent reasonable.
caught
our
ears.
In
the
gymnasium
Commissioner
Jackson
stated
thatmuch
impressed
with
our
possibilife in that city and was the daughter
I
FLOYD
L. SHAW. 47 No. Main street.
who passed the summer with Mr and
Douglass Anderson, of this town, left
105-tf
of William and Martha Bachelder whence it came, the stouter women Mrs Fred Jameson. Their other several Bos'on and Portland concerns i UO®* and promised to make every Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
this morning for Fredericton, N. B..
were trying to lose what they’d
THIRTY-EIOHT foot cabin Cruiser for
were laying plans to attempt to har- • effort to launch Federal activity to
Harriman.
Two daughters. Miss
I plan to have a "Steamboat Night" hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
where they will spend a few days
gained. With little coaxing I tried daughter Miss Freda, who also spent vest shrimp in the Gulf of Maine
call FLYES GARAGE_____________ 105-tf
situation.
Harriett Wingate and Miss Adelaide
remain for the
at the opening meeting of the Bap
while attending the horse races.
the fun; Betty watched. Our steps the summer here will
win,'commercially
and
that
the
U.
S.
1
Lobsters
were
especially
stressed
by
SMALL apartment tow available.
Wingate of Monson sun-ice. Mrs
A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave Tel
Capt. and Mrs. Ross L. Wilson and
next led to where Mrs. Whyte, Mrs. next few months with her aunt and I Bureau would co-operate with them i Deputy Jackson. He sees the chance tist Men’s League, on Thursday, Oct. ! MRS.
578
72-tf
Wingate was a member of the East
son, Kennedy, have returned from
Oairns and Aunt Min were drinking uncle. Mr. and Mrs. Jameson.
15.
when
members
will
Invite
local.
rouR.room
apartment to let. all
to the fullest extent. This Depart-, f°r a much greater market and is
ern Star of West Roxbury.
Tlie
group
who
spent
the
past
week
steamboat
men
to
be
their
guests
and
i
modern.
Appl
y
at
camden
fa
rock
New York city and are with Mr. and
lemonade. Cards were being enjoyed,
ment is extremely interested in the | convinced that artificial progagation .,
... .
,
,1 LAND WATER CO. Tel 634.
105-tf
Funeral services and interment
at the Vannah Cottage at Martin's
there will be not only speakers, who
;------------------------ for the trunks were all packed.
Mrs. John O. Stevens, in Rockland,
| APARTMENT to let modern In every
possibilities and is endeavoring to en- 1 “
on'Y way in which we can
were held Saturday at Union.
can tell of steamboating experiences J way. fine location, phil sulides, 16
Now we were near the lecture room Point, Friendship, have returned courage action on the commercial , maintain our supply,
for the winter.
• • • •
on Penobscot Bay and river and vi- > l>"'’ll!1
1 :!v
11,1
where Dr. J. Lane Miller had intro home. They were Mrs. Lizzie Waltz,
Mrs. Mabel Keene of Perkins Island
Great international activity in the
Herbert F. Mann
Mrs. Charles Young. Mrs Susie Phil- aspects of the Professor's findings.
cinity. but a “free for all," when quite
duced
us
to
the
various
countries
we
Light Station is visiting Mrs. Ella
fishing industry with many importDeath last night claimed Herbert
a inumber may be heard from in!
had visited. Here too, our modern bvook. Mrs. Alice Cook of this place,
Hopkins. Georges street.
F. Mann, proprietor of a garage and
Maine
seafoods
are
getting
a
lot
of
j
ant Questions arising is seen by Depreminiscent vein and incidents of past
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Morss, of . prominent in fraternal circles. Mr. philosopher. Dr. Will Durant, calked Mrs Addie Jones of Thomaston, and
attention throughout the country i uty Jackson. Tariffs, imports, ex days may be recalled and kept alive (**«>*****>.«*****i,
North Abington, Mass. were weekend Mann had been a resident of Camden to us ori our return passage. It was Miss Flora Fish of Rockland
foreign encroachments on our
these days. The department has ports,
• • • •
,
, .
| in the minds of those who listen,
NOTICE—My wife having left my bed,
guests of Mrs. Charles B. Singer.
for 10 years, prior to which he re the room where the dances were held,
Steamboat plctures wU1 be on fx. board and children. I wlll only be reDr. Leland Shafer Dr Bertha furnished material for a huge win markets and other problems are conaponatble for bills contracted by myself.
Mrs. Emma Saunders and son. sided in Rockport and Rockland including the masquerade. I forgot
Shafer and Donald Shafer of Chi dow display for scallops to a Phila fronting us more and more each year, i hjbition and any whQ w,n lQan such ARTHUR 8. SMALLEY. Rockland.'
George, of Norway and another son where he was active in the automo my errand when I saw Travaine, a
109*111
cago, who, accompanied by Mrs. Nora delphia restaurant, nationally known ' The fisheries industry must be given or miniature steamers or models, and ____
---------------s----------------Pennsylvania State girl of 13. play
Raymond Saunders and Mrs. Saund- 1 bile business.
YARNWc
are
prepared
to
make
Russell and Mrs Viola Durgin spent for the excellence of its seafood more governmental attention in the write me Of incidents of the old days I wool Into yarn. Write for prices your
Also
ing with the baby kitten which we
ers of Jenkinstown. Penn., were
for sale. H ' ---------------BARTLETT. HarDeceased was bom in Manchester,
the week at the Montgomery cottage dishes. For a week this concern will future," he stated.
or send newspaper accounts thereof, yarn
mony.
Maine
105-116
had
named.
Roma.
It
was
the
pet
of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert N. H„ 57 years ago. He is survived by
A series of radio talks on the in will assist materially to make the oc
at Martin's Point. Friendship, hatfe stress scallops and has originated
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for
the cruise, even though there were
Everett, for the weekend.
his wife who was Leola Tolman of
returned home. Thc Shafers were several new ways to prepare them. dustry is being prepared and will, it casion a success and such help will be and delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
• • • •
five others on the trip.
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791. Rockland.
is lexpected, be given over Maine appreciated.
Rockport, two sons, Herbert Jr. and
__________________________________ 105-tf
Mrs. Phoebe H. Starrett entertain-;
Outside, splashing of water and accompanied as far as Montreal by Maine restaurants would do well to
stations in thc near future.
Laurie, his mother of Manchester, N.
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Ro-kMrs. Russell and Mrs. Durg.n.
stress
seafoods
to
a
greater
extent.
I
thank
you,
Mr.
Editor,
for
allow

ed Friday night for Mrs. T. W. Pease,
shrill cries could be heard—passen
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
H„ also two sisters. Miss Lizzie Mann
The State of Maine will have dis ing this space in your columns, ln solicited.
Miss Phyllis Sweet returned Satur There Ls a good, profit in these dishes
H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
gers in swimming. There were the
of Bath, who is now her guest. Those
105-tf
of Manchester and Mrs. Martha
day to Bangor following a visit with and an important" industry would be plays at the Springfield. Mass., ex ' which you have always given such fine
usual beach pcenes: Climbing the
in the party were Mrs. N. F. Andrews
Strand of New Britain, Conn. A
hibition
and
this
Department
will
be
Mrs. Harry Beane.
' reports of our meetings.
helped as well.
ladder, diving, sunning; it was al
Mrs. Edward P. Ahem, Mrs. J. Her- [
• • » brother Harry also survives.
represented. Several members of the
The Knox County Fish and Game
Frank H. Ingraham.
ways the colorful space on thc ship,
bert Everett. Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken, I
Herbert F. Mann was active in Odd
Association will meet Thursday at
staff will be in attendance, explain
President.
A
method
of
marking
Maine
lobs

with its blues, reds, oranges and
Mrs. Lilia C. Ames. Mrs. Leila W.
Fellow and Masonic circles, past pat
yellows. Softer exclamations were the Masonic dining hall, with supper ters in metropolitian markets has ing our fisheries industry and disSmalley, Mrs. Blanche C. Vose and
ron of Harbor Light Chapter O.ES. heard from the other side of this at 6.30 served by Ivy Chapter O.ES.. been worked out by a New York ad- [ tributing literature and souvenirs,
Simple Economics
Mrs Fannie Brown. There were two
‘‘The fundamental principles of
of Rockport and a member of Cam
officers headed by Miss Tena McCal vertising firm and the Department
Movies of the industry taken by the
deek.
Mrs.
Fitzgerald
and
Mrs.
Eurg
•
tables of "500" in play and prizes
den Lodge F.&A.M., Camden Com were exclaiming over their recent pic lum.
I is much interested in this project. J Department will be shown at the , government finance are exactly the
fell to Mrs. Everett and Mrs. Vose.
same common-sense principles that
The annual men's supper will b’ Thousands of pounds of inferior' PuWlc schools throughout the fall
mandery and King Hiram's Council tures which the ship photographer
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
we follow in the handling of our own
Miss Maude Lermond and Prof.
of Rockland.
served Thursday at the Montgomery Canadian lobsters are sold in thc antd w'nicr. We have many requests
family
finances.
So
long
as
our
had
just
developed.
After
listening
to
William Whitney, who have been
Funeral services will be held a concert, we went to call on shut-in reems. Baptist Church. The com larger cities as the Maine brand. This! f°r our movles to date.
government follows these principles
speneftng the summer at her home,
mittee headed by Chester O. Wyllle
our people will prosper. But if our
Thursday at 2 p. m. from Goods friends.
have returned to Plymouth, Mass., to
government disregards these prin
Includes
Horace
P.
Maxey,
Fred
M.
Cotton Exports Down
Funeral Home with Camden Com
Day draws to a close. With my
been receiving treatment in Boston. I
resume their teaching duties.
ciples, it squanders our resources
Exports of American cotton the
Kenniston,
Robert
Wotton,
Roger
mandery K. T. in charge.
passenger list checked for Christmas
is improved.
and destroys the public credit."—
Prof, and Mrs. O. P. Watts, former
first three years of the New Deal
Teague,
and
Howard
A.
Welch.
Jr.
Miss Bertha Storer of this town! decreased 33 per cent.
remembrance. I proceed to enjoy my
Alf M. Landon.
ly of this town, who have been spend
A
rehearsal
of
the
officers
will
fol

last night's sleep on the Roma.
and Mrs. Madeline Thompson of
ing the past few days at “Will-Stroll
low the stated meeting of Ivy Chap
Invisible Taxes
Friendship were recent overnight
in'' Cabins at the West End. went
ter O.ES. Friday.
“We cannot buy a stitch of
National Disgrace
guests of the group of-women from
SPECIAL GFFBK
Saturday to Madison. Wis.
clothing without the govern
Prof, and Mrs. Oliver P. Watts of Warren. Thomaston and Rockland,
Carter Glass, Democratic senator
John Singer went Monday to Bos
ment's taking in taxes a part
from Virginia, said:
“The New
in
Madison. Wis. were callers Friday on who had rented the Vannah Cottage j
of the money we pay out. We
ton where he is to enter the Bentley
Deal, ta^cen all in all, is not only a
Miss Georgia Mathews, at the home at Martin's Point. Friendship, for thc
Qenuine
£nqravc<)
cannot buy an ounce of food at
mistake, it is a disgrace to the
School of Accounting. He was ac
of her brother, Fred Mathews
our grocery store without being
week.
nation.
”
companied by his mother, Mrs.
OYeJJinj ^Jnvilalions
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh
taxed to support the govern
Charles B. Singer, who returned
ters will meet this afternoon at thc
ment. We cannot go to a movie,
anJ O^nnouncrments
EAST UNION
(home today.
or to a baseball game, or ride
summer home of Mrs. Leola Wiggin.
in an automobile without this
i H. R. Dunham, of Los Angeles, and
with plapic lunch served at 5.30
Lowest Price's Ever Quoted!
Much intert : is being manifested
invisible tax arm of government
Daytona Beach, who has been visltMrs. Laura Starrett, and Mrs. Alice in Miss McKnight's Sunday school.
reaching out and taking a part
l ing his sister in Bluehill, called
Watts are on the committee.
of the money we spend.”—Alf M.
The children look forward with pleas
*>Ior50
| Thursday on Harry C. Moody, and
Mr. and Mrs Parker Spear of ure to its meetings.
Landon at Buffalo, N. Y., August
No Extra Charge lor Engraving Plate
.Edward O'Brien Burgess, enroute to I 26, 1936.
Philadelphia, are guests of Mr. and
The Farm Bureau meets Wednes
California.
Mrs. Clifford M. Spear. East Warren. day. A good attendance is expected.
AND UP
Choice of 35 different jlyles of lettering. Price Includes Inside and
outside envelopes. Additional Invitations or Announcements at
Ellis A .Mills, of New York city.
T
Raymond
Borneman
is
ill.
Your
Old
Range Taken in
Mrs.
Amelia
Dornan
is
home
from
■”
Hidden Taxes
4Vic each
Exchange
Wilder Moore and Lyman Randal! the hospital where she was a patient
is spending a vacation with his j
the major portion of the gov50 Engraved At Homo or
mother, Mrs. Frank Clark, in Rock- 1 ernment's income is obtained from
are painting the Baptist parsonage. for several weeks. Her health is much
100 Engraved Informals,
Atlantic Ranges are available in
Reception Cards___ $5.50
including envelopes .. $3.00
Black and All Enamel Finishes
land, and his aunt, Mrs. L. Bliss indirect and hidden taxes—taxes up
Mr. and Mrs Newell Eugley en improved.
Additional Cards at
100 Engraved Visiting
on such things as food, clothing,
Gillchrest, tn this town.
MRS.
joyed chicken dinner Sunday at the
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
_______________ Stic each
Cards_______________ $1.65
gasoline and cigarettes—then the
Lionel F. Wilson, of Portland, is main burden falls upon those of
Community Sweet Shop at South
HOME-MAKER
These Are tho Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engraving*
WE BUY
Hope. They also called upon Mrs.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Wilson, small income and the cost of gov
Its the best place to find
Sample! mat) be seen al
unusual bargains . . . and
Evelyn Vining.
ernment is hidden. In this case, it
at their home at the West End.
the best place to dispose
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Locke of Port
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fogg and is the wage earner, the salaried
of unwanted things.
land were recent visitors at the home CLARENCE E. DANIELS
TEL. 980
daughter, Geraldine, Mr. and Mrs. worker, the farmer, and the small
business man, v/ho have to pay
JEWELER
813-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
of Mr and Mrs. Seldon Robinson.
Ernest Fogg (Dolores Brasier) and most of the bill.”—Alf M. Landon
371) MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND
____
47-tl
Miss M. Grace Walker, who lias
daughter, Judith, and Mrs. Clara at Buffalo, N, Y., August 26, 1936.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. IN. Southard have
closed "Shorelands" and reopened
their winter home on Ocean street.

Following a corn and weinie roast
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Howes recently
entertained at cards at their home in
Union. Their guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Montgomery, Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Feyler and Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Donaldson of Thomaston,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Messer of War
ren and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach
of this city.

Ellis A. Mills of New York city is
spending a vacation with his mother,
Prank Butler and family have been Mrs. Frank Clark.
occupying the Ralph Philbrook cot
Miss Jane Mathews of Belmont,
tage at The Head of the Bay.
Mass., and Tenant's Harbor returned
John S. Lowe, who has been visit Thursday from a house party at La
ing his parents, Dr. and Mrs. John conia, N. H. Miss Mathews is a Sim
Smith Lowe, at their summer home mons College graduate, class of 1936,
in Round Pond, has returned to as were flve other guests. Among
Boston.
• those attending was Louis Aaron of
Duke University, Durham. N. C., who
In Saturday's issue of the Boston was recently a guest of Miss Mathews
Herald was seen a long brilliant ac at her summer home.
count of the Winthrop Women's Gar
Miss Rose Flanagan enters Gorham
den Club Flower Show with Mrs. Wen
dell A. Hodgkins president of the Normal School this week.
club and hostess. The two day dis
Mrs. E. E. Marston of Portland was
play of gorgeous blossoms of late
the
guest of IJockland relatives the
summer attracted many from all parts
latter part of the week.
of the State.
Mrs Alfred Orne has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Mathews of her home in Cushing, having been
Crickside, Tenant's Harbor, were re
a patient at Knox Hospital.
cent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Mills at Atticus Hill. Thomas
Miss Clytie French Spear of Brook
ton.
lyn is visiting her sister, Mrs. May

Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Crosby and Mr. nard Brennan.
and Mrs. T. E. Mclnnes spent last
Gladys Curtis, daughter of Mr and
week at Rangeley Lakes.
Mrs. James L. Curtis. Columbia
Mrs. Ruth G. Bird and niece Miss avenue, is at Knox Hospital recover
Janet Keene returned Sunday to ing from an operation for appendi
Montclair. N. J., after spending the citis. Her condition is excellent.
summer with Mrs. Bird's parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Kelley (Mildred
and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy.
Packard i has returned to Dorchester,
Miss Geraldine Norton has returned Mass., having visited her mother,
from Norway where she visited her Mrs. Mattie Packard, Glen Cove.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Capt. and Mrs. Herbert Philbrook
Estes.
of Lynn, Mass., are visiting friends
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Robbins and here; they formerly resided in Rock
children Newell and Genevieve of land.
Stonington who have been spending a
Mrs. Faith Berry and Miss Hope
few days in this city, have returned
Greenhalgh are guests for a few days
home.
of Mr. and Mrs. Collins Morrill in
Joyce Robinson and Anne Robinson Pittsfield.
of Vinalhaven have been guests of
Frank F. Trafton of Bucksport
dr. and Mrs. Clifford Fernald, Lake
Visited his former home over the week
ivenue.
end, guest of Mi. and Mrs. John G.
Mrs. James Kellogg who has been Snow.
he house guest of Mrs. John Mathews
R. B. Fillmore is a guest at the
it Tenants Harbor has returned to
Stanley House.
ler home in Cambridge, Mass.
Among the several social attentions
Miss Bernice Holberg, assistant shown Mrs. Minnie Roberts, who is
superintendent at Knox Hospital, leaving Rockland to reside in an
and Miss Hilda Wall of Rockport left other State, was a luncheon bridge
Thursday for a week's vacation in given Thursday by Mrs. Freeman F.
Brown. The luncheon table was re
Boston.
splendent in a color scheme of orange
Mrs. Helen Wentworth of Hope haj and blue which was carried out in
gone to Boston, called by the illness minute detail. Those winning honors
of her sister, Miss Corinne White.
at cards were Mrs. Arthur Haines,
Mrs. Pauline Schofield, Mrs. Wilbur
Miss Daphne Winslow went to Senter and guest prize for Mrs.
Fryeburg Saturday to resume her
Roberts.
teaching position at Fryeburg Acad
emy. •
Elise Allen Corner School of tlie

Dance is open for enrollment from
Sept. 5 to Sept. 12. Registration
party for all pupils Saturday, Sept.
12 from 2-6 p. m. School situated at
•'Crickside," the summer home of 22 Brewster St. Tel. 670, Rockland.
107tf
NJr. and Mrs. John T. Mathews of Maine.
Belmont. Mass., which is closed at the
present time, will be reopened for a
WED.-THURS.
small party Oct. 12.

Thimble Club met Monday night
for sewing at the home of Mrs. Min
nie Cross, Cedar street.

Mrs. Minnie Crozier of Rockport
nd Mr. and Mrs. John She-er mo
ored to Augusta and Waterville reently where they spent the day.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Jackson and
on Neil have returned from a motor
rip to the Gaspe Peninsula.

Free
Oil Paintings

Notable among concerts in this sec wave instrument she plays. Those
tion, and possibly for the entire who had heard the Theremin in local
State, for many years, was that pre demonstration programs were given a
sented at Rockport Town hall Friday real surprise, for the instrument
night, featuring fShura Cherkassky, under Miss Rockmore’s hands takes
pianist; Clara Rockmore, There- on entirely new beauty and value.
minist; and Edward H. Rhein, bari- Gorgeous tonal coloring, ranging
tone, with Nadia Reisenberg and from sonorous cello quality to ethereal
Edith Evans Braun as accompanists, ^licacy, was exhibited ln her numThat the event was outstanding was j bers which were chosen from a wide
signified by the capacity audience ' lit<?ralure and given with an artistry
which embraced an unusually large jlhat Proclaimed her a musician of
number of distinguished personages. the first water, as indeed she is, havBayberry, evergreens and dahlias !
won no sma11 fame as a violinlst
were used effectively as decorations I before becoming a Theremin exponand formed a most attractive setting ent
• • • •
for the artists.
»« - i
.
_
Miss Rockmore gave two groups: 1:
Particular interest centered in Mr 1 , . .
. .
...
,
Aria by Johann Mattheson (1681Cherkassky, who is rated today as',..,, ,, ,
by Gluck-Kreisler,
one of the foremost young pianists
. , ,
, .
, and Andante
(from Symphonie
before the public. That this state- '
. „.
, , , „ _. ,
, ,
i Espagnol) by Edouard Lalo. 2; Chant
ment is no idle word was understood i ,
_
du Menestrel by Glazounoff, Berceuse
from the opening measures of his!, _ .
.
. _
, ,
L
_
by Tschaikovsky, and Romance by
first number. Pew pianists of his,.... . ‘,
1
,
Wieniawski.
While her numbers
calibre have been heard here. Mr
„
t >
_ .
. .
were excellently chosen for contrast i
Cherkassky has a great talent which „ ,
,,
.. . . . I
t
...
and all consistently fine, the high |
has been developed to a high degree. , . .
„
. . , ,
6
light was generally conceded to be 1
He has technique in most amazing
,
...
i
,, . .
the Wieniawski number which was
form, yet his playing shows passion...
. .
.
. ,
, ,
,
, J
H
, i given with great beauty and feeling,
ate musicianship and depth of feel- _
,
! The artist s winsome smile and simIng. He plays as if he were perform- .. ,,
,
...
.
, ,
plicity of manner completely won her
,.
. . J
Norman Waldron returned Mon ing a devoted rite, he is lost in his audience.
She was accompanied at
, .
. .
., .. _ .
PICTURES PAINTED IN THE SHOW WINDOWS GIVEN AWAY
day to Manlius, N. Y., where he is a own music; therefore he gives all'..
the piano by her sister, Nadia Reiseni.
.
....
,
.. . I
member of the faculty at the Manlius that can be desired.
I berg, whose sympathetic work added
School. He was accompanied to Bos
much to the general artistic effect.
Be sure and register in the store
Words cannot adequately describe Mr Rhein. a newcomer and un-1
ton by his sister, Miss Mildred Wal
dron. who is the guest of friends at his art, it is so encompassing, great1 heralded, walked into the hearts of
beauty of touch, amazing velocity his hearers, both by his excellent ■
the Hotel Touraine.
from those small seemingly boneless voice and by his engaging personality. |
Mrs. George W. Hamlin and daugh hands, shading that ranges from The voice of good range, pleasing !
FOR WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY ONLY
ter Nancy of Court street, have re gossamer pianissimo to thundering tonal quality, and
intelligentlyI
turned from a week's visit with Mrs. power, and always the understanding handled, was displayed to advantage
Hamlin's mother. Mrs. Ernest F. that distinguishes a great artist from ln his numbers which were: 1:
a lesser.
Leavitt of Portland.
Zueignung, Lob des Leidens and'
Mr. Cherkassky's manner, modest Nichts, by Richard Strauss, and Er
R. Kendall Greene returned to and unassuming, made a direct ap Ist's by Hugo Wolf; 2: ,Old Mother!
Boston Monoay where he will resume peal. It occurred to many that he Hubbard (set in the manner of
his studies as a senior at the Massa bears quite some resemblance to Handel) by Victor Hely-Hutchinson,1
chusetts College of Optometry after Josef Hofmann with whom he When I Have Sung My Songs by I
spending the summer in Camden studies, and indeed many of the(Erncst Charles, The Bitterness of
critics concede that he will be a Love by James Dunn, and Captain
with his wife.
second Hofmann.
Stratton's Fancy by Deems Taylor.
Mr. Cherkassky offered as his pro. • . •
Mrs. George Davis entertained the grammed numbers: Prelude and
His German diction was notably
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
mg Club recently, the ^nect.ng pugue p minor, by Johann Sebastian good and in this group the Hugo
developing into a remembranceI
SYNDICATE BLOCK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Bach, played with crystalline per- Wolf song was outstanding. His hits,
shower for Mrs. Minnie Roberts w 0 fection; Nocturne E flat major, Op however, were made in the Old
is leaving soon to
ln_
55, No. 2. by Chopin, a seldom heard Mother Hubbard version and ln “I’ve
wich, Conn. Mrs. Roberts was the
number and given with exquisite Got Plenty of Nothing" from Gershrecipient of many lovely gifts.
poesy and .‘tr.sitiveness; Kaleidascop win’s "Porgy and Bess," given as one
Madison, and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
EAST UNION
ROCKPORT
by Josef Hofmann (and by the way of hls encores. Mrs. Braun at the
Soule
of Randolph passed the week
The office force of the Central it was gratifying to see Hofmann's piano offered subtle accompaniments
Recent guests at the home of Miss end with Mrs. Shirley Bogle.
The Olivers who have been spend
Maine Power Co., made merry Thurs real name on the program and not displaying her impeccable artistry.
Mary Hilt and Merl Hilt were Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brown spent
day night when they gave a dinner the nom de plume of Dvorsky under It was an event of the concert to ing the summer at "The Birches" re
Elizabeth Hilt of Wrentham, Mass , Sunday at their home here.
turned
Saturday
to
West
Newton,
party, honoring Mrs. Myrtle Fales of which he has written several com have Mrs. Edward Bok turning, the
Mrs. Martha Tolman and Miss Lacey
Mrs. Maud Gould and grandson
Beloit, Wis., former cashier at the of positions), a number whose brilliance music for Mrs. Braun, and the af Mass.
of South Weymouth.
George Oould of Portland were week
Shura
Cherkassky,
pianist
and
his
fice. A delectable shore dinner served and dramatic content suggested frag fection and esteem held for her were
Mr. and Mrs. Philin Pressey of end visitors at the home of Mrs.
at Crescent Beach Inn proceeded an ments of colored glass flashing and manifested in the ovation given her mother went Sunday to New York
Waterbury, Vt., Storling McGuire of Myrtle Gould.
and
on
the
23d
will
sail
on
the
j evening spent socially. Those at- reflecting surfaces with change of as she entered with Mrs. Braun and
steamer Washington for Europe. Mr.
1 tending were: Mrs. Beulah Ames, position, and endless variety of sym Mr. Rhein for the first group.
Cherkassky will appear In concerts
Mrs. Kathleen Duff. Miss Lucy Ball, metrical vari-colored forms revolving
The concert given under the auspi
Miss Dora Erown, Miss Doris Sylves in wild array; and "Wine, Women ces of the Garden Club, with Mrs. M. throughout the European countries
ter. Miss Leola Robinson, Mrs. Car and Song" (Waltz paraphase I by W. Spear, Mrs. Lida Champney and and Mrs. Cherkassky will visit in
CAMDEN, MAINE
rie Fowler, Miss Ruth Cluff, Mrs. Strauss-Godowsky, a fiendishly dif Mrs. Mildred Holmes, of Rockport; Finland.
Mrs.
Marion
Clark
and
son
are
Suzanne Miller. Mrs. Mabel Richards ficult thing which served to display Mrs. Bok. Mrs. A. H. Chatfield and
Re-booked for thc many who wish to sec it again
again occupying their apartment in
and Miss Lula, Chapman.
Mr. Cherkassky's astonishing com Mrs. Josef Hofmann, of the summer
the M. W. Spear house on Camden
mand of technique.
colony, as the general committee, had
street, after spending the summer
• • • •
as its aims the raising of funds for
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Andrews of
vacation in Rockland.
with
Of his selections probably the Hof the Christmas Welfare Fund for
Rumford were weekend guests of Mr.
George Wentworth has jsold his
Rockport
children.
AW.
Walker,
and Mrs. E. C. Boody at their Cres mann number made the most unani
FRED MacMURRAY, SYLVIA SIDNEY
house on Commercial street to Mrs.
cent Beach cottage. They will con mous appeal, particularly as the com first selectman, prefaced the program Charles F. Griffeth, of Philadelphia
One Day Only—Wednesday, Sept. 16
tinue their motor trip today to Mon poser was in the audience, and it with brief explanation of the Fund ] and Rockport. He and his family
and
also
expressing
appreciation
of
treal. Mr. Andrews being on a two was a delighted group of music lov
I will continue to occupy it during the
ers when the number was included in the splendid generosity of the artists
weeks vacation.
winter.
who
gave
their
services.
Mr. Cherkassky's encores. Called back
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham are 1
By Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Clarence Peterson was suprised by again and again the pianist gener
at their Norton's Pond camp for two
10 callers who wished him “many ously added The Swan (Saint-Saensweeks.
TENANT'S HARBOR
happy returns" Sunday, the occasion Godowsky) and a Mendelssohn
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill of
Mrs. Mary Simmons Rose of Reno, Laurence, Mass., are visiting his sis
being his 16th birthday. Each guest Scherzo.
Marked interest was shown in Miss Nev.. is guest cf her sister. Mrs. Alice ter and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
made a speech the subjects being
many and varied. There were birth Rockmore and the unique ether-1 Murphy.
James Miller.
day gifts and refreshments with a
Mr. and Mrs. Max Aronoff anti
motor ride ending the happy occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Cole, of the
Attending were: Grant Davis, Rich
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
THURSDAY
Curtis String Quartet have returned i
ard Ellingwood, Richard Marsh.
‘blue coal*
1 to Upper Darby, Pa., after spending j
Elmer Bird, Robert Hills, William
the summer in town. They will sail I
HE WAS A DEVIL WITH
Karl, Kent Glover. Stuart McAlman.
Oct. 3 with Jascha Brodsky and
William Danniello, and Albert Pease.
| Charles Jaffey. other members of the
THELADIES./TILHEMET
quartet, on a concert tour through
THIS BLONDE FROM
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. St. Clair will
Europe. <
HADES!
ON THE SCREEN
entertain Mrs. Glover's Sunday
The September meeting of the
School Class at their Crescent Beach
fleifruuk
Garden Club will be held Wednesday
Cottage at picnic supper. The hus- 1
at 8 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Don’t Wait—Mail Coupon Below
bands are invited and are requested I
Annie J. Gardner, Highland Square.
to report the returns on the parish
for Full Information, NOW
A large attendance is desired as plans
solicitation for the painting fund.
will be outlined for welfare work
UMtet
the coming winter and other import
UST think, thousands ot dollars worth
ant matters discussed.
Mr and Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mr.
Rev. John Hyssong returned Satur
and Mrs. E. E Stoddard went Satur
every boy or girl will want to win—■
day from a week's visit in Philadel
day on a weekend trip to Rangeley
arc to be given away in this big contest
in a drama
for School Children. This thrilling
phia.
Mrs.
Hyssong
and
infant
where they were guests at Rangeley
of conflict.
contest is sponsored by ‘blue coaj’,
daughter are expected to join him
Tavern. They visited Sunday with
America's finest home fuel. Best of all,
here the last of the month.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Briggs and other
it’s absolutely Free. Nothing to buy
William Ingraham has moved from
relatives at Mooselookmeguntic. The
—nothing to sell. Easy to win, too—
the Everett cottage on Spear street
occasion marked the birthday anniv
every hoy and girl has an equal ebancc.
to the apartment over the Ingraham
ersaries of Mr. Glover and Mr. Stod
For (ull information on how to win
store on Commercial street.
dard.
thc valuable prizes ofTered, simply fill
By the Author of TheThinMan
in and mail thc roupon below. Be sure
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra
to give lhe name of the teacher who
ham and Mrs. Effie L. Veazie
Mrs. Elise Allen Corner entertained
will act as your Faculty Adviser. Don’t
motored to Fairfield Sunday to call
Saturday afternoon at her studio on
put off entering this interesting con
I on Miss Arline Ingraham.
Brewster street, guests being the
test. wet vour name in early. Send
pupils of thc school. Despite the
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
in the coupon today to ‘blue coal,'
! meet Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
ISO Broadway. New York, N. Y.
rainy weather over 80 gathered to
ALISON SKIPWORTH
J B. H. Paul.
gether for this occasion which
ARTHUR TREACHER
I_______ SendHLt!”? ^ntry Blank Right Away
Wini Shaw • Marie Wilton • Porter Hall
j marked the beginning of the fall ‘
Plans are being made for thc for
Directed by WILLIAM DIETLRLE
' term. Mrs. Corner displayed many |
mation
of
a
men's
class
in
connec'blue roil*, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
A Warner Bros. Picture
le
I tion with the other fall and winter
Please enter my name in the ‘blue coal* Conteit and lend me full information on how to win |
1 lovely samples of costumes to be worn J
in her January recital and explained j
CCMING NEXT WEEK
activities of the Baptist Church. This
_______________ I
A’ame .
the new stage effects acquired from
Class will meet Monday nights for
I
Addroaa__ .
.. |
BIG AMATEUR CONTEST
New York while attending the Dane- ,
Bible study and social hour. Anyone
I
TEL. 409
ing Masters convention. Ice cream,;
ENTER NOW
School
wishing to join may so advise the
faculty Adviser-------------(Arty teacher you select)
I
cake, candy and cookies were served. I
pastor. Rev, John Hyssong.

Wednesday-Thursday, September 16-17

Modene Paint Demonstration
CLEM SUTTON
Demonstrator Extraordinary

JACK ELLARD
The Conversational Painter

SPECIAL!

Twenty percent Discount on Cash Purchase of 5 Gallons or more
of Paint in one lot. Prepare for Fall Painting

H. H. CRIE & CO.

COMIQUE THEATRE

“TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE”

SCHOOL CHILDREN CAN
WIN 85,000 IN PRIZES

Offering 4-Year College Scholarship, Cash
Prizes, Radios, Bicycles, Movie Cameras and
Many Other Valuable Prizes

$175.00

P.G.Wodehov
•tory

, UORARO'S

pro,

FRANK. WOK

m
£?c
ERIC

uURKE
bk"c«lFs

f°rB

NOW PLAYING
‘THE GENERAL DIED AT DAWN'

with
GARY COOPER,
MADELEINE CARROLL

KNITTING WOOLS
At attractive prices.
Samples free with new
fall hints. Visit our shop
—open daily.

199-126

Ended Friday Night With a Notable Concert In
Rockport Town Hall

BANK NITE

Miss Cassie Small and Mrs. Homer
jray who have both been patients
it Knox Hospital for several weeks,
lave returned to their homes at VItalhaven.

THOMAS HODGSON
& SONS, Inc.
Concord Worsted Mills
CONCORD, N. H.

A BRILLIANT MUSIC SEASON

Dealers Sponsor Contest

Mrs. Wallace Little was hostess to
he Emanon Club for sewing at her
lome on Broadway.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry en■ertained at a formal dinner party
Friday night at Hotel Thorndike.
Covers were laid for 16. the O Neils
ierving one of their famous duck
linners. Large bouquets of gladiolus
vere used for decoration, the beautlully appointed table having a gracemi arrangement of daisy pom^ponis.
Following the dinner the guests went
o the Berry home on Talbot avenue
;or cards. Those bidden were Mrs.
3tandish Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Montgomery, Dr. and Mrs. Harojd
Jameson and Dr. G. W. Pullen of
Camden, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
rirrell. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanly,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose and Mr.
md Mrs. William Rhodes.

Raymond Afton Welch of Milli
nocket) and IMiss Mattie Luella Bur
gess of Lincolnville Beach were mar
ried at the bride’s home at 9.30 Sat
urday night in the presence of a large
gathering of friends.
Rev. Mr.
Beecher officiated.
Wendell Welch, a brother of the
groom, officiated as best man, and
Mrs. Stella Burgess. Van Riper of
Mountain View. N J., was matron of
honor. The bride was most attrac
tively gowned in gold tunic with
brown accessories, and carried a cor
sage bouquet of yellow roses. Mrs.
Van Riper's gown was pink boucelle
and she carried pink snapdragons. At
the wedding reception which followed
the couple were assisted in receiving
by the bride's mother, Mrs, John Mc
Intire. Refreshments were served.
After a brief honeymoon trip the
newlyweds will be at Lincolnville
Beach for several weeks, going thence
to Belfast where they will make their
permanent home.
The bridegroom is an employe of
the Cushman Bakery, covering a ter
ritory out of Belfast. The bride is
a graduate of Camden High School,
1934, and has an exceptionally large
acquaintance because of her duties
as head waiter at Lincolnville Beach
Inn.
The popularity of the young couple
found expression in the many nice
wedding gifts and congratulations re
ceived.
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Phone 892
MAT. 2. EVE. 6:45 & 8:45
CONT. SAT. 2:15 to 10:45

MICHAEL
ABEL

J

BETTE DAVIS
Warr.nWILLIAM

Every-Other-Day
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WHERE BEAUTY REIGNS

A TIDE THAT CAN’T BE HARNESSED

Tenants Harbor Days

R

EALM OF

Mu SIC

The New Camden Hills State Park Is Attracting
Tourists From Everywhere

J-

V,
Many of us live amid or near beau- spruce, balsam fir, pine, a few cedars,
ty and are unaware of it. Day by day birches, maple, oak. and beautiful
we follow a beaten path, a sort of specimens of locust. In the ground
Another Jewel carefully stored started—even after the audiences humdrum existence, when the merest coverings are found taxus i creeping
effort would take us into beauty and hemlock), boxberry, large blotches of
away in my chest of memories—an came, it was some time before people >
began to sense that there was a subtle peace and serenity, beauty at hand creeping junipers of unusually fine
other dream realized—I have seen
art in the Spanish dance never before under our very eyes. This state- growth, snake berries, blueberries,
Ruth Draper. I have thought of suspected. And, all those years, time ment is not farfetched, for it may be bunchberries. gold thread, etc. There
nothing else since, and it is not a kept flying and my career stood still. applied to many in this locality, liv- are fine specimens of moss. Bay-'
misstatement to say that conversa So I struggled, but I last I began to ( ing in the shadow of Camden Hills berry in rich growth features main
tion and thoughts for the past week taste success—I feel it was all worth | State Park and as yet have never set ly in the shrubs, and there are also
viburnum tn many varieties, honey
foot on the premises.
or so have dwelt largely on Miss while."
Her tastes and recreations were
There on a stretch of land gently- suckle spireas. ilex (r?d wlnterberry),
Draper, whose wonderful program
simple. She loved the country above sloping to the sea lies beauty such as wild azalea, laurel, lamb kill, and
of monologues—or should we say all things, and it was her joy to artists dream of. This beauty first many others of our native shrubs. Por
impersonations—given at Camden, snatch a few hours from her arduous manifests itself wihen the turn is flowering plants are seen violets, i
will never quite fade from the mem performances and go to Galicia or made from the Belfast road (right jewel weed, wild rose, wild aster,
ory of those privileged to see this to Asturias, where the melancholy j from Camden, left from Lincolnville ladys slipper, and others. Perns are
great artist, undoubtedly foremost landscape was dear to her Spanish Beach), for looking over the tops of found in many varieties.
soul. She loved riding horseback and trees is seen a broad expanse of • It is of interest to know that more
in her chosen branch of art
And what an art is hers. Can any- going to concerts. In Paris she had ocean with a distant ring of islands. than 4.000 shrubs have been planted
one else evoke from herself so | a company of dancers who per- Vinalhaven, North Haven. Islesboro. here, with a loss of less than onebizarre a procession of characters I formed a new ballet every' season, Dark Harbor. Monroe. Mt. Desert, half percent, covering a period that
and so much of human life unassisted ' She engaged and trained her dancers, and others. One sees shadowy Blue has gone on into late summer. A
save by a chair, a deal table, an old danced herself, designed costumes, Hill and on the right Owls Head. great part of this success is unquesshawl, a «small piece of old black . invented new dances, ect. She en- Gracefully- winding roads of superb ’ tionably due to the fact that the
cloth? Is there anyone else who can gaged only Spaniards for her com- structure, with sodded roadsides and development and planting have been
play so many tunes on one instru- i pany. saying that it was impossible colorful
plantings and natura'. under the direction of a local man
ment, figuratively speaking? Those to train any other foreigner, no growth, lead into parking areas ofj "'ho has a thorough knowledge of
matter
how
gifted,
to
the
peculiarly
who have nob seen her will not be
which there are three, each accom native conditions.
lieve it, but those who have become Spanish temperament and style.
• • • •
modating from 20 to 40 cars, i There
•
•
•
•
her devoted admirers know that
While the foregoing has dwelt j
is also a large parking area above the
every movement in her acting is en
When she composed a dance (for road with ample space for 40 cars). somewhat on the artistic and natural
kindled from the godhead fire. The her dances, while based on the old
These parking areas are provided beauties, the project is by no means
sketches she has written are econo forms, were her own), she first lis
with guard rails, some of which are without its practical points. In the
mical, yet .they k,eep life passing tened to the music, and then at
constructed from heavy timbers Park in addition to the picnic tables
steadily in review until the end.
tempted to draw forth from it the placed on posts and others of fairly and benches already mentioned are
One reviewer has said that the clue essence of its spirit.
The she
and will be shelter houses, a system
to the magic of her many-faceted art merged herself into that spirit, be large logs fastened to huge boulders,
of flush toilets that meet all sanitaryeach
weighing
several
tons.
This
is that she is uncommonly sympa came it. embodied it. gave herself to
in turning coins into the tills of
thetic. Toward her audience it is it completely. When she felt she was construction is particularly- unique regulations, fireplaces, camp sites,
and
striking.
drinking
fountains,
etc.
Culverts,
remerchants
and householders alike in
the sympathy of a neighbor, full of one with the music, she improvised,
• • • •
taining walls and bridges, though this section.
good wishes, friendly, unassuming. with her castanets beating out the
The greatest beauty, however, is fashioned to appeal to the artistic
Toward ths characters she engen- rbytbm|C pattern of the music. After
If you have not visited the Park,
ders from within herself, it is the she improvised, she studied, not be found by leaving the car in a parking eye. are strongly and practicably do so now while the fine autumn days
sympathy of the artist who can fore a mirror, but with her mind area and walking down into the park, built.
still call or.e into the open. The
The work has been done under
revolve many aspects of life into watching from outside. Her cos You are at once conscious of the
foliage is beginning to take on the
unity by virtue of the universality,! tumes were all designed by herself. invigorating fragrance of the ever skilled leadership by OCC boys, rich colors of fall wpather. The
the transcendence of her point of Her combs, fans.
handkerchiefs, green trees and aromatic shrubs numbering from 150 to 200. Such shore is an ideal spot for a com
view. And while regal stars sweep on shawls, she bought in Spain. Her wafted to you by the breeze as it soft work has kept these boys from the roast, with plenty of drift wood for
to the stage, caparisoned in vividness ca£taneu of wbicb she took a great ly swishes in the tree tope, You evils of idleness. It has been work a fire. And while we stroll through
and brilliance. Miss Draper walks on numbsr Qn [our because
broke hear birds sweetly chanting their that has kept them out of doors the windin' paths and along the
frankly with an artist s sympathy in
^y^^ delicate and much songs as they flit from branch to summer and winter, with labor that trails, looking upon the beauties
her heart, and "clears the empyrean. affected by changes in temperature branch, and always you catch the has developed muscular bodies and around us, can we not visualize what
I —she had specially made in Spain. haunting sound of the surf You walk built up resistance, and also provided next spring will bring forth, carpets
The recent untimely death of La j
thp WQOd of wWch lbey were on thick carpets of pine needles, and those who particularly desire it no
of violets, lhe bloom of azalea and
Argentina, famous Spanish dancer. I mde cgme from Cahfornia
catch the flickering shadows of the: small insight into landscape and spires in their colorful tints, the soft
came as a tragic shock to the milln
could know the sit- sun through towering trees. Every- engineering work. It can be safely
tender leaves of the birches, thc love
ions everywhere who were admirers
gpain
£he
t where between the trees are seen said that many of these boys will ly wild rose, can you not see it all? In
of her art. Since the passing of that
flrmly convinced tban
that glimpses of water sparkling in the find employment in the years to
any event, visit the park now and
other great dance queen. Pavlowa.
oU uadltl0n£ not entirely the j sun and reflecting the sky above, and come in such lines of endeavor, I
Join
the enthusiasts who root for the
the universal favorite danseuse was
were
away. if there is a brisk wind outside you
It is not amiss at this point to . development to become a lasting and
La Argentina, acclaimed everywhere I
fae sad
may have the fascinating vision of a touch upon the fact that the OCC I percent tb;ng. Remember it is our
as probably the most resourceful and .
____________
[ small fleet of HAJ boats racing on Camp is a school for these boys, not! park
convincing exponent of Spanish steps 1
the distant waters.
in the line of work pursued, but ta!
migbt speak
of another
ABIGAIL
and rhythms the world has ever
Butterflies ta gay colors dance ] many branches, languages, elements j worlc that ;s golng on up ln the
(For The Courier-Gazette)
known. Intelligence aided skill in
Abigail, abtgatl.
about. Red squirrels dart to and fro ’f surveying, mathematics, drafting, Mountains or. the other side of the!
What do you see.
her performances, whose charm lay
or chatter from the trees There are etc- basic knowledge of many sub- Belfast road, where already a pas-'
Looking out
not only in the dance itself but in
Where no ship can be?
shadowy spots. There are spots open Jects. This study is carried on under sable road has
constructed from
her mastery of the castanets, her
and
bright
with
sunshine.
Trails
rea trained and skilled educational dfr- spring Brook to LtacolnvUle. ln a
There's nothing there
rare taste in costuming, and power
But a cold fog drifting.
taining all their natura! beauty lead ector. A camp paper is published by loop of about seven miles. There is
Nothing there
of characterization.
But the bare dunes lifting.
into intriguing spots, aisles of ferns, a i the boys—The Sagamore, which they aiso a road leading from the CCC
La Argentina died at Bayonne,
comer where a lovely glimpse of the dispose of at five cents per copy., camp up l0 real beauly spots on
Abigail
Abigail.
Prance, of a heart attack Her
What do you hear?
sea is caught, a nook with a charm- , The boys have plenty of wholesome Megunticook Mountain, to places j
baptismal name was Antonia Merce,
An ebbing tide
ing rock settle, a rustic bridge over food, proper supervision, attention of where a thrilling view is to be had of
At a sagging pier?
and her parents were both stars of
a small softly running brook, a spot '-’amp doctor, free hospital treatment; bay and viands.
the Royal Spanish Opera Ballet. La
The scream of loon3.
i where velvety mossed rocks repose, a ilf necessary, free dentistry, and other
The drip of an oar,
Argentina took her stage name from
An anchor lifted
quaint table and seats fashioned of advantages, which they would not
her birthplace, near Buenos Aires,
Beyond the shore
Cotton Checks
stone.
have were they loafing in idleness on
where her parents had gone to ful
Big cotton planters in the South
But never the groan
*■ • • •
street comers.
received generous helpings of gov
fil an engagement. Little Antonia
Of spars that creak;
| Wherever you tum there ls beauty.
• • • •
Abigail. Abigail.
ernment funds for not growing cot
was reared in the tradition of the
Whom do you seek?
ton. Forty-six received more than
A
path
on
soft
needles
leads
you
to
This
park,
with
an
area
of
63
acres
dance, making her professional debut
A hand that ls gone.
a crystal spring where a frog hops and a depth of approximately one $10,000 each and one was sent a
at the age of six. Although she had
A face that ls lost?
check for $123,000; 1,131 received
1
merrily into the water at the sound thousand feet from the road to the
A
dark
sail
frozen
been trained in all the styles of
checks of over $2,500 each and then
Against the frost?
I of your footsteps, where gracefully j shore itself, is also rich In posslbill- ' of the little fellows, 732.075 received
dancing, she early decided to devote
The rigging left
j drooping ferns lean over the banks of I ties. There is an ideal spot for a an average of $46.00 each.
herself to the Spanish phases of the
To the brine and rain.
the brook which quietly leads from large pool which would serve for fire
The lashing whips
art. Her first appearance outside of
Of the hurricane.
the spring and trickles into nothing protection as well as providing an
Spain was in her 18th year, and she
Abigail. Abigail.
ness. Here and there are steps other beauty spot, with varieties of,
was acclaimed in Paris. Berlin, and
What do you smell?
fashioned out of flat rock leading pond lilies floating on the waters, and
other great centers. New York audi
The tang of kelp
RAWAA
In the surging swell?
down to another level, artfully con surrounded with wild iris and many]
ences were among her most enthusi
Wtl^tOMPAM
"ANY
Is It the smart
structed. with exquisite plantings other types of our native water and
astic, and her final appearance there,
Of the black dulse lying
last December, was one of a series
adding further beauty. Nearing the swamp plants. There is a spot that
Upon the wave
Or the spindrift flying?
of triumphs. She made transconti
shore one finds long eeries of steps would make an ideal out-door am
nental tours of America and danced
Look to the East
of stone leading down to the beach phitheatre, a spot open to the sky
Or look to the West,
in the Orient as well as all over
itself, steps having graceful guard against a gorgeous background of
No ship wll! come
With Its halliards pressed
Europe. Among the decorations be
rails made ta rustic style, yet stout thick tree growth, sufficient space
stowed on her were the Rosette of
Against the squall
and sound. Stairs where one may obtainable to accommodate say two
And the spitting foam.
Isabella the Catholic, the first order
look up to see overhanging banks thousand people. Think of such a
Pointing lu prow
bestowed by the Spanish Republic,
To the hills of borne
with wild rose plantings amid natural j setting for concerts, theatrical pro
and the French Legion of Honor.
Abigail. Abigail.
wild growth. On the beach you look ductions. or pageants. A sandy beach
All ln vain
La Argentina whose intense love
back. far back, to see the Camden of extensive proportions could be deYou stand ln the lee
for the beautiful dance movements
Of the wind and rain.
mountains forming a majestic back veloped from the shore front of about
of Old Spain, lived to preserve for a
ground for all the beauty and color. 400 feet, if cleaned of the rocks down
And you'll wait long
little while the dying traditions of a
By this heaving tide
Unusual features, too, catch the to the rich gravel and sand below An
To
give
the
kiss
nation to which dancing is music
Of a seaman's bride.
eye, a hawk’s nest high up in a ideal spot for a beach, as under the
and laughter and life. Another gen
gaunt old rock maple tree, a huge high bank in the background could
And the foam will wash
eration, she once told an interviewer,
The shore away.
knarled overhanging tree that tells be erected a series of bath houses
Before the blue
will not know- the true glory of the
Of Penobscot Bay
the story of years of conflict with that would not obtrude.
old Spanish dances, which she called
• • • •
the elements, a tree with a peculiar
Wakes to the sound
the expression of a proud, dignified,
Of hls ship once more
★THIS MONTH ONLY
trunk
formation.
There
are
clumps
The
best
part
of it all is that this
Straining its shrouds
mystic and ecstatic race.
By the windy shore
of
beautiful
virgin
white
birch
trees
i
Park
is
for
Mr.
Poor
Man
and
for
Mr.
“I have been 28 years in the
There are small open spots with gor-1 Rich Man alike. I is your park ana
To reach the moors
theatre." she once said, “and only the
And the struggling sand;
geous backgrounds of evergreen trees, m.v park. I; invites the man who
5 and 7 foot
last 12 years of my career have been
You'll never wear
On your slender hand
smaller ones leading gradually up to rides in his Model T Ford as well as
productive
It was a long hard
trees of immense height. In shadowy him who tours in the Pierce Arrow.
A wedding ring.
models now
struggle to convince managers that
Though you wait forever,
spots
are picnic tables cleverly con It is for the family picnic and also
Spanish dancing would even draw
Standing there
structed from huge split logs on for the organization group. It invites
Where you stood together.
an audience. Then after I had
strong legs planted firmly into the the naturalist to study native growth.
Better to sleep
Only
With your warm cheek set
ground, with accompanying benches 11 is a real school for those who
Against the earth
made
from
stout
timbers.
There
are
would
study
parts
of
the
park
as
Where you may forget,
other picnic tables and benches of exair pies for use of native plantings
Better to wed
Another than
stone,
these placed in the more ledgy It invites the geologist to study the
Walt ln vain
parts of the park and in perfect man fetms of rock formation, it
For a ship to span
Without Calomel—And You 11 lump Out of Bed io
keeping with the surroundings, so invites the man or woman who seeks
The empty Out.
the Mornini Rarin’ to Go
and
For some will go
natural it seems as if they must have quiet and peace for harassed nerves
Tho liver should pour out two pounds ot
Along the trail
liquid bile into your Dowels daily. If this bila
always been there.
and tired t ody. Already this summer
Of the undertow.
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
Everywhere one gazes upon the with the .mall amount of puoiicity
With all sails spread
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
And wake a-stern,
growth, trees, shrubs, ground covers given to thc Park, tourists from ail
whole system Is poisoned arid you feel sour,
For some ship go
sunk and the world looks punk.
flowering plants, all native growth, over the country have visited it mJ
And do not return.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't g-t at the cause It
the plantings so artfully done that it expressed their admiration and ap
O
mark
the
bell.
takes those good, old Carter s Little Liver
And the angry gale.
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
is well nigh impossible to detect It pro'a!' It indicates what next sumfreely and make you feel"up and up". Harm
And turn from the ocean.
from the natural growth left in clear- mer
brln8 ln tourist visitation,
less. gentle, yet amaxing In making bile flow
Abigail.
freely. Ask for Carter's Little I.iver Pills by
Harold Vinal
ing. In the trees are mainly red 6tld that canl'°t help but play a part
lame. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26a
by Gladys Sl. Clair Heistad
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Exceed* First 122 Years
In the first three years of the
Roosevelt administration the gov
ernment spent more money than
was spent during the first 122 years
of our existence as a nation, and
during those 122 years we fought
four wars, including the one be
tween the states.

water heating problem...
. .. The more you use

the LESS it costs per kwh

’14.50

TVV O distinct advantages come when you heat water
electrically with a storage type heater:

GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

WAKE UP YOUR

‘144.’°

LIVER BILE-

‘219.’°

Vinalhaven

Costs Millions Jobs
Four and one-half million Ameri
cans. workers and the families of
workers dependent upon farm work
and the processing of farm prod
ucts, have been added to the un
employment and relief problems by
the New Deal's crop reduction pro
gram.

I have been interested in reading
the names of the various vessels sail
ing out of the Rockland in days long
gone. If the fleet should put into
Tenant's Harbor at one time it would
crowd it. and would even make a good
show in Rockland harbor (The Rov
ing Reporter seemed to think that
two yachts made a good show*.
There are only three Rockland ves
sels that I recall—Ship Red Jacket.
Ship Euterpe, which I think followed
the former ship on the stocks and
was built by Deacon Thomas in 1854,
Dad at the age of 19 helped caulk her
when he first came to Rockland; the
third vessel is the Schooner Caroline
Gray, a double decker. Many years
ago when I was at the Harbor she
came ln and anchored. One of the
Harbor captains told me she was be
ing rigged when she was built and
was considered some vessel at that
time. When in port, the master al
ways went uptown with a "plug" hat
on.
The names for vessels must have
been selected in somewhat the same
.manner as those for Pullman cars,
ftnagine naming a vessel. "Hyena" or
New Sell. Uarka. Cyclone. Chonometer. Alqueazor. This is an old
•tory but a good one: A man sat on
the capstan of the wharf and spelled
out the name on her stern. "Psyche”
several times and finally said, “Well.
Ifll be jiggered, that's the funniest
way to spell 'fish' I ever hum tell uv."
Several vessels named Pish sailed
Maine waters years ago Frederick.
Joe Bill, Kendrick, Joseph, etc.
Schooner Golden Rule was well
named. My first voyage at the ripe
age of six years was in her. A
greater number of Harbor sea cap
tains served as master on her for the
flrst time than on any other schooner
failing out of the Harbor. We hope
she rests ln peace somewhere in Bel
fast harbor where she was last re
ported.
Boze
Somerville. Sfass , Sept. 5.

V ou have ALL the hot water you need whenever

1.

you turn the faucet.

It’s an automatic service

that requires no attention day or night.

ry-i
The water is heated at night when there is less

demand for electricity, and stored up in an in

2.

sulated tank for use throughout the day.

That’s

why you get, for all electricity used in excess of
THE VOGUE • Hotpoint’s oew,
modern style square-type Water
Heater fives constant not water.

200 kwh, a lower rate of lc a kwh.

Complete electric service means WHOLESALE rates!
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